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Abstract 

Although microwave and induction (magnetic) heating are widely used in industry, their 

potential as a tool for thermal analysis has not been fully studied.  Microwave thermal 

analysis (MWTA), which uses a frequency of 2.45 GHz and was partly developed at the 

University of Huddersfield, has been successfully applied to a range of materials but 

research in this area has focussed primarily on the electrical (E-field) component of the 

electromagnetic wave with the magnetic component (H-field) being less studied.  There is 

little previous research in the use of induction heating (utilising alternating magnetic fields 

at a frequency of around 150 kHz) for thermal analysis.  

 

This work describes the adaptations made to the existing MWTA to allow for controlled 

magnetic heating and the development of IHTA (Induction Heating Thermal Analysis). The 

techniques were applied to a selection of compounds from simpler metal oxides to complex 

perovskite systems which were synthesised and characterised as part of this research.   

 

The metal oxides and perovskite systems used were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and 

Fischer. The more complex systems (double perovskites) were synthesised via either a 

solid solution (dissolution in solvent) route or solid-state route (grinding with acetone) and 

then calcined at high temperatures. These are discussed in detail in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 

outlines the changes made to the MWTA instrument and the development of the IHTA 

including sample cells available.  

 

Chapters 4 and 5 discuss the results of this research. The instrumentation and method 

development are discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 discusses how the adaptations made 

to the existing MWTA were successful and magnetic heating can be seen in several of the 

samples. This informed the decision of which samples were most likely to heat within the 

IHTA instrument. The IHTA showed promising results with numerous samples, as magnetic 

heating was evident, although some samples that had coupled well on the MWTA showed 

negligible coupling with the IHTA, suggesting a difference in the manner of heating taking 

place.  

 

The simpler metal oxides behaved in a similar manner on both the MWTA and the IHTA 

and these were also used for Curie point determination and, in the case of Fe2O3/Fe3O4, 

the initial testing for percentage composition. It was also discovered that with manganese 

oxides, Mn2O3 heated better in the IHTA than the microwave, while MnO2 heated better in 

the MWTA. This also lends itself to the conclusion that another type of interaction is taking 

place, as it is possible the E-field in the MWTA may contribute to the coupling of the sample.  
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The Sr2-xLaxFeMoO6 samples show similar power profiles, suggesting that even though the 

MWTA and IHTA have different input powers (2.45 GHz and 125kHz respectively), the 

power required to heat the samples increases at a similar rate throughout each experiment. 

This may allow the user to directly compare the two thermograms.  

 

The results indicate that IHTA has the potential to be used as a complimentary thermal 

analysis technique alongside DSC/DTA and MWTA and is particularly suitable for materials 

that exhibit major changes in magnetic properties such as Curie points. However, the 

approach is still in its infancy and more work, particularly surround characterisation of Curie 

temperatures is still required. Further analysis into the more complex perovskite systems 

with current tachniques to observe similar changes with the IHTA would be beneficial for 

development of the instrumentation.  
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Chapter 1 

1.0. Introduction 

Current methods for investigating magnetic and electrical properties of various compounds 

are expensive. The SQUID (super-conducting quantum interference device) magnetometer, 

used to measure extremely subtle magnetic fields, is an expensive instrument to purchase 

and to continue to run, which makes it inaccessible to many academic institutions and small 

companies within industry. Departments that do have access to this type of instrument can 

charge researchers from other companies or institutions to enable them to investigate their 

samples, which is also an expense that many researchers cannot warrant spending. The 

magnetic behaviour may be subtle, which prevents researchers gaining a preliminary insight 

as to whether it would be pertinent to send their samples for testing. In addition to magnetic 

field testing, impedance spectroscopy measures the dielectric properties of a material as a 

function of frequency. While this instrumentation is relatively accessible for most users it 

can be time consuming and there may not be any conductivity to measure. The aim of this 

thesis is to investigate the potential of novel instrumentation to measure magnetic and 

electrical properties of functional ceramic materials, while allowing these instruments to be 

accessible for more users. To help validate this instrumentation, various ceramic materials 

with well characterised properties have been examined. These materials consist of metal 

oxides, rock salt solid solution series, perovskites and double perovskites. The structure 

and properties of these materials increases in complexity, and they were specifically chosen 

because of their magnetic and electrical properties. It is also hoped it will be possible to 

track changes in properties using these instruments.  

 
1.1 Thermal analysis 

Thermal analysis is the measure of physical properties of a sample as a function of 

temperature. The simplest method is thermogravimetry – measuring the change in mass of 

a sample as a function of temperature. There are many commercially available instruments 

for thermal analysis, all encompassing different techniques. This thesis examines the use 

of a new method of thermal analysis – Induction Heating Thermal Analysis (IHTA) and also 

the adaptations of Microwave Thermal Analysis (MWTA) to examine the magnetic and 

electrical properties of functional ceramic materials.   

 

1.1.1. Current methods of Thermal analysis 

Current methods of thermal analysis include, differential thermal analysis (DTA), differential 

scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). DTA and DSC are both 

closely related methods. DTA measures a temperature difference between a sample and a 

thermally inert reference sample, when they are heated under the same program. There 
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are two methods of DSC: power compensation, where the sample and reference are kept 

at the same temperature and the heat added, which compensates for heat loss or gain due 

to an exothermic or endothermic reaction, is recorded. With heat flux, the same rate of 

heating is applied to both the reference and the sample and the difference in heat flow from 

the furnace is proportional to the temperature difference between them. TGA measures the 

mass of a sample as a function of temperature and is one of the most commonly used 

methods of thermal analysis.1–3  These methods of thermal analysis are further discussed 

in Chapter 3.  

 

1.1.2 Microwave Thermal Analysis (MWTA) 

Microwaves are electromagnetic waves in the frequency band from 300 MHz (3 × 108 cycles 

s-1) to 300 GHz (3 ×1011 cycles s-1). 1 GHz to 30 GHz is used for radar and 

telecommunications industries. In order to prevent interference, industrial and domestic 

microwave heaters  usually operate at 900 MHz or 2.45 GHz.4 Industrial microwave 

processing is performed at frequencies set aside for this particular use, specifically 915 

MHz, 2.45 GHz, 5.8 GHz and 24.124 GHz.5 

 

Electromagnetic waves and therefore microwaves, were first discovered by Hertz in 1888.6 

The existence of an electromagnetic wave system had previously been theorised by 

Maxwell in 1864, which later became known as Maxwell’s Equations, and it was upon this 

work that Hertz was able to prove the existence of the electromagnetic wave. Fig. 1.1 

Depicts the current electromagnetic spectrum 

 

 

 

During experiments performed in 1935,7 it was discovered that radio waves could be 

bounced off aircraft and the echo picked up by a receiving station. This enabled the 

determination of the bearing and distance of the aircraft. This technology was henceforth 

known as RAdio Detection And Ranging system, more commonly known by its acronym – 

Fig.1.1 Current electromagnetic spectrum 
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RADAR. RADAR was instrumental in the Allied victory of the Second World War, but due 

to lack of resources, Britain struggled to produce the amount of magnetron tubes needed 

for the war effort. A contract with Raytheon, USA, was awarded for them to supply the 

magnetrons.8  

 

Raytheon engineer, Percy Spencer discovered microwave cooking by accident when a 

chocolate bar, which was in his pocket, began to melt when he was in front of an active 

magnetron.9 A further experiment using popcorn kernels followed, and when they popped 

in the bag while held in front of the magnetron, a new appliance was soon on its way. 

 

1.1.3 Microwave Heating 

When a material directly interacts with electromagnetic energy, microwave heating is the 

result. There are several parameters that determine the magnitude to which a material is 

heated by microwave energy, the most important are the dielectric properties of the 

material.10 Polar liquids are readily heated via frictional heating which is shown in fig 1.2. 

Frictional heating occurs when polar molecules, such as H2O, attempt to follow the 

electromagnetic (EM) field. The constant movement of the molecules as the dipoles attempt 

to realign themselves with the EM-field causes heating of the sample. Materials such as 

silica glass are relatively transparent to microwaves, therefore no heating occurs. 

Microwave heating can have many benefits over conventional heating for suitable systems, 

such as rapid heating and cooling (the thermal lag is avoided), temperature gradients across 

the sample may be reduced and in some cases, enhanced reaction times.11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.2 The rotation of water molecules under the influence of the 
electric field component in an electromagnetic wave. (Black arrows 
represent electric field.)12  
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Another form of microwave heating is known as Ohmic heating, and occurs within a solid, 

where there are no polar liquid groups. The electrons (charge carriers) are dragged through 

the material as they try to follow the alternating EM field (Fig.1.3). This results in the sample 

being heated. In order for Ohmic heating to occur, the dielectric properties of the material 

are important. If the microwaves do not affect the material so that the electrons are moved 

through it, no heating will occur. The distance the charges are moved is dependant on the 

material, as the resistance of the material is what allows heating to occur – the higher the 

resistance, the harder it is for a current to flow and the more heat is produced.13 

 

Dielectric materials are insulators that have a high polarisability (further detail in section 

3.2.2.1 pg. 53) when subjected to an electric field. This determines the response of a 

material when an external field is applied. When a material is subjected to microwave 

radiation, the extent to which it heats depends on the dielectric constant (ε’) and the 

dielectric loss factor (ε”).14 Dielectric properties will be discussed in more detail in section 

1.3.  

 

A number of studies15–24 have investigated the use of microwaves for both analytical and 

synthetic purposes. A selection of these studies, encompassing topics as varied as drying 

of materials to measuring dielectric losses, are discussed below. These studies also 

highlight previous research using microwaves and they have specifically investigated 

different metal oxides, which leads on to the research discussed in this thesis.  As early as 

the 1960s, microwaves were being utilised as a form of analysis into the properties of 

different materials. Rupprecht and Bell15 used microwaves to look at the microwave losses 

in pure and doped SrTiO3, as a function of frequency and temperature. The frequency range 

being used at that time was between 3 and 36 kMc s-1(Kilo-Mega-cycles/second), which 

equates to 3 – 36 GHz. It was found that temperature and frequency had a large effect on 

SrTiO3, especially when there were lattice imperfections within the structure. These lattice 

Fig. 1.3 Visual representation of Ohmic heating. The electrons are 
dragged back and forth within the material trying to follow the 
alternating field. 
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imperfections improved with annealing (calcining) temperature (as expected) and were 

found to directly affect the microwave losses in the experiment i.e. as lattice imperfections 

decreased, the loss tangent (tanδ) also decreased. 

 

Research by Standish16 focussed on the effects of particle size on the heating and drying, 

using microwave energy, of different oxides. Al2O3 and Fe3O4 were both studied, and it was 

discovered that the drying of Al2O3 was influenced by the particle size, with the fine particle 

size heating better than the coarse particles. For Fe3O4, the drying was independent of both 

particle size and moisture content. However, coarse samples heated better than fine 

samples, the exact opposite of the Al2O3 sample. Crane et al.20 also investigated how 

particle size affected microwave coupling with metals and metal oxides, using Al metal and 

Fe2O3 in the micron and submicron range. Two different particle sizes of each substance 

were heated in a microwave at a frequency of 3.3 GHz, for 60 seconds each. The 

temperature change was recorded after the 60 seconds. It was discovered that reducing 

the particle size of Fe2O3 enhanced microwave absorption as a result of the increased 

surface area, whereas with Al metal, reduced particle size reduced microwave absorption. 

The ratio of particle radius to skin depth has increased significance than particle size alone 

for conductive materials, but for the non-metal oxides, the increase in the effective 

conductivity and surface area in microwave absorption are an important parameter.20 The 

distance from the exterior to the electromagnetic field, to the point where the field strength 

reduces to 36.8% of its value at the surface is known as skin depth, or penetration depth 

(as described by Crane et al.).  

 

The focus of research by Tanaka et al.17,18 was microwave heating in the magnetic 

component of the electromagnetic field, which is of interest for this research. The work was 

theoretical but it was found that Fe3O4 should heat well in the H-field (magnetic field) as it 

is highly magnetic. Tanaka theorised that the heating taking place would be in response to 

the magnetisation to microwaves originating from electron spins residing in the unfilled 3d 

shell. It was also postulated that heating would continue above the TC, as each electron 

spin would still be able to respond to the alternating H-field.17,18 Hayashi et al.19 studied this 

very theory experimentally, investigating Fe3O4 in both the E-field (electrical field) and H-

field of the electromagnetic wave. The researchers examined particle size and relative 

density of the Fe3O4. It was found that the microwave absorption increased as the relative 

density increased, but that the absorption was not dependent on the particle size. The 

notion that there should be a difference between heating in the E-field maximum and H-field 

maximum seemed to be inconclusive.  
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In 1985, Karmazsin et al.21 used microwaves for thermal analysis. Using differential thermal 

analysis (DTA), Karmazsin found that it was possible to study even weakly absorbing 

materials such as CaSO4, as phase changes were evident. The research also showed that 

dehydration peaks could be observed with CaHPO4.2H2O, and that this occurred at lower 

temperatures than conventional heating. With thermodilatometry, this was also the case, 

where previously unnoticed phase changes could be seen when using the microwave. The 

changes were also much more evident than in differential thermal analysis.21,22 Parkes et 

al.23 have also investigated microwaves for thermal analysis. Using a single-mode wave 

guide and a frequency of 2.45 GHz, different heating modes were used to analyse materials 

known to undergo a phase change. The research showed that when compared to a 

conventional thermal analysis, DSC, the temperature profiles obtained from the MWTA 

instrument were very similar to analysis using DSC. The constant power mode allows a 

fixed power level between 0 and 300 W, and the sample temperature is measured as a 

function of time. The linear power mode allows the power ramp at a preset rate (e.g. 2 W 

min-1). This method monitors sample temperature as a function of power. With the linear 

heating method, the power is altered to maintain a preset heating rate. Ramp rates, either 

heating or cooling can be set. Like Karmaszin, Parkes et al.23,24 found that melting, 

dehydration and other phase changes could be observed using the aforementioned 

methods.  

 

The Parkes microwave thermal analysis instrumentation will be discussed further in Chapter 

3.  

 

1.1.4 Multi-mode cavities 

A cavity contains the microwaves during heating and there are two widely used cavities; the 

most common is the multi-mode cavity which is used in domestic microwave ovens. These 

work by launching microwaves along a short waveguide, into the path of a stirrer which 

reflects the waves onto the sides of the cavity. The cavity walls are metal, and the waves 

are randomly reflected onto the object to be heated. With domestic microwave ovens the 

object is usually rotated to increase the chances of the object interacting with the waves 

(fig. 1.4).25 
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Domestic microwave ovens usually have simple power controls which have on/off cycles in 

seconds and are based on pulse modulation. The power cannot be adjusted rapidly or 

accurately enough for thermal analysis due to the inconsistent interaction of the wave and 

sample, along with the time between switching cycles.25 The second cavity utilised in 

microwave heating is the single mode cavity which is discussed in more depth in section 

1.1.5 over leaf.  

  

Fig. 1.4 Cross section of a multi-mode cavity 
(domestic microwave).25 
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1.1.5 Single mode cavities  

Unlike a multimode cavity, a single mode cavity forces a dominant wave to propagate. The 

result of this is that set points of maxima and minima are formed. The advantage of this is 

that it allows an object to constantly interact with the wave as it can always be placed in the 

position of the propagating waves’ maximum.5 A schematic of a single mode cavity 

microwave is shown in fig.1.5 

. 

The electric component (Ey) and magnetic component (Hx) are perpendicular to each other, 

which is the case for all EM waves, with both being in phase. An illustration of an EM wave 

is shown in fig. 1.6. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.5 Schematic of single mode cavity MWTA equipment25. 

Fig. 1.6 Electromagnetic propagation – Ey the electrical component along the y-axis, Hx, the 
magnetic component along the x-axis, direction of propagation along the z-axis, and λ is the 

wavelength.25 
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In a rectangular waveguide, the electromagnetic radiation is polarised with the electric field 

strongest in the centre, and the magnetic field strongest near the edges of the waveguide, 

seen in fig.1.7. This phenomenon is further discussed in Chapter 3 as the precise location 

of the E- and H-fields within the waveguide is fundamental to the research presented here.  

 
 

 

1.2 Induction Heating (IH) 

1.2.1 Introduction 

In 1831, English physicist Michael Faraday discovered the basis for induction heating after 

experimenting in his laboratory with two coils of wire wrapped around an iron core.26,27 

Faraday concluded that a changing magnetic field can produce an electric current.  

 

Induction heating is a way of heating a metal part without any physical contact. In most 

common heating methods, heat is applied directly to the part to be heated. With induction 

heating, the heat is induced within the material itself with the use of a circulating electrical 

current.28 Faraday’s Law plays a large part in induction heating theory and explains how a 

current is inducted within a sample. A power supply sends an alternating current (a/c) 

through an inductor (copper coil) and the part to be heated (sample) is placed inside the 

inductor. This current creates an alternating magnetic field and when the sample is placed 

within the inductor, an electrical current is induced within the sample. Fig. 1.8 shows a basic 

induction heating setup. Depending on the resistance of the sample, varying degrees of 

heating can take place.  

 

 

FIELD 

STRENGTH 

CROSS SECTION OF MICROWAVE WAVEGUIDE 

E 

H 

Fig. 1.7 Microwave waveguide cross-section illustrating the different 
field strengths. 
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The inductor serves as the transformer primary, and the sample is the secondary. When 

the metal part is placed within the inductor and enters the magnetic field, eddy currents are 

induced within the sample (fig 1.9).28 

 

 

 

 

As shown in fig 1.9, these eddy currents flow against the electrical resistivity of the metal, 

generating precise and localised heating within the sample without any physical contact. 

Heating occurs in magnetic and non-magnetic materials, and is referred to as the ‘Joule 

Effect’, which refers to Joules first law (Eqn. 1). Secondly, heating is induced in magnetic 

materials as hysteresis; an internal friction that is created when magnetic parts pass through 

the inductor.28 

 

𝑄 ∝ 𝐼2  ∙ 𝑅 

  

Where the amount of heat released (Q) is proportional to the square of the current (I) 

multiplied by the resistance (R). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.9. Induction coil with central sample and induced magnetic field29 

  

Fig. 1.8 Basic induction heater set-up29 

(Eqn. 1) 
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The rate of heating in the sample  is dependent on several factors: - 

 

• The frequency of the induced current 

• The intensity of the induced current 

• The specific heat capacity (ability to absorb heat) of the material 

• The magnetic permeability of the material 

• The resistance of the material to the flow of current 

 

The sample has to be a poor conductor of electricity so that the relationships between the 

frequency of the EM-field that produces the eddy currents, and the properties of the sample, 

can be satisfied.30 Although induction heating relies on the materials resistance to the flow 

of electric current resulting in heating, those that are also magnetic such as nickel and steel, 

may also benefit from hysteresis losses30 (hysteresis heating).28 As the samples are being 

heated, the magnetic field causes the magnetic dipoles to oscillate as the magnetic poles 

change their orientation every cycle, and a minor amount of heat is produced due to friction. 

If a material is heated above its TC, hysteresis ceases to contribute to any further heating, 

as the material becomes non-magnetic.28,30  

 
 

1.2.2 Induction heating in industry 

Induction heating has been utilised in the metal processing industry due to high productivity 

and repeatability. This method of heating is also more energy efficient which lowers 

production costs within the industrial sector. Iron has a crystalline body-centred cubic (BCC) 

structure at temperatures below 912 °C. Above this temperature there is an allotropic 

transformation to face-centred cubic (FCC). The change in structure as the iron reaches its 

Tc results in the iron becoming paramagnetic, which in turn causes the rise in temperature 

to slow down, or stop. Rudnev et al.26 discussed the heating interruptions as iron reaches 4 

critical temperatures. The first interruption is at 768 °C, which is the Tc of iron. At 912 °C it 

undergoes a second interruption as the iron undergoes an allotropic transformation from 

BCC to FCC. As the iron undergoes a second transition at 1392 °C the heating is interrupted 

again and halts completely at the melting point (1528-1538 °C).26  While temperatures to 

this level are not discussed further in this research, it is interesting to note that the use of 

induction heating for industrial purposes can define the Tc of iron due to the fact that the 

loss of its magnetic properties affects heating of the sample.  
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1.3 Materials to be investigated 

In this work, the materials used to investigate the capabilities of the thermal analysis 

techniques to be described in Chapter 3 were metal oxides. These oxides were primarily of 

rock-salt, perovskite and double perovskite structural type. These materials were chosen 

particularly because of their magnetic and electrical properties, specifically their 

magnetisation and conductivity, allowing the material to couple well within the H-field and 

E-field of the electromagnetic field in the microwave cavity. The MWTA instrument will be 

used to determine the coupling capability of these materials which will then enable a 

decision as to which materials will be investigate in the induction heater. The materials have 

been well characterised in previous studies.31–44 

 

1.3.1 Rock salt (Halite) 

Halite (rock salt) is the mineral form of solid sodium chloride (NaCl), which is better known 

as table salt. It is an ionic compound and Na and Cl are arranged in a cubic ‘chequerboard’ 

type pattern and is a FCC arrangement with respect to the anions. The larger chloride ions 

(1.67 Å) are arranged in a cubic array, whereas the smaller sodium ions (1.16 Å) fill the 

octahedral voids between them. Fig. 1.10 shows the NaCl arrangement, where the 

coordination number of each ion is 6; each anion is coordinated to 6 cations at the vertices 

of an octahedron, and each cation is coordinated to 6 anions at the vertices of an 

octahedron. There are many other compounds which have the same structure as this, and 

it is known as the ‘rock-salt’ crystal structure.  This structure is more likely to be formed if 

the cation is smaller than the anion (Na+ is smaller the Cl-). The space group of the structure 

is Fm3̅m (in Hermann-Mauguin notation).  

 

 
 
 
 

Fig 1.10 NaCl crystal structure - The pink octahedron has a chloride ion in its centre, and 
the yellow octahedron has a sodium ion at its centre 
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1.3.2 Transition Metal oxides (TMOs) 

Transition metal oxides (TMO’s) have undergone an exhaustive amount of research 

throughout the 20th century.18,38,45–54 TMO’s have tremendous variations of stoichiometry 

which are responsible for some of the complexity in structure and the properties associated 

with these oxides.53 The oxygen content can be a problem, although it is often an added 

advantage, within many of these oxide samples as it is easily lost or gained during 

synthesis. The concentration of defects within the compounds can also be very large and 

can have important consequences for many physical properties observed.53 

 

Bonding in transition metal oxides can vary from ionic (NiO, CoO) to covalent (OsO4, RuO4) 

and metallic bonding (TiO, NbO and ReO). TMO structure can also vary from cubic structure 

to triclinic. The simple binary oxides, two of which are discussed below, generally have the 

cubic structure.49  

 
 

Nickel oxide (NiO) and magnesium oxide (MgO) are other examples of ionic compounds 

which form a rock salt structure.  

 
TMO’s can also exhibit a wide range of magnetic and electrical properties49 which are 

outlined in the table below.  

 
Table 1.1 TMO magnetic and electrical properties.55 

TMO Structure Magnetic property  Electrical conductivity  

CoO Rocksalt (NaCl) Antiferromagnetic (< 289 K) Semiconducting (200-1500 K) 

CrO2 Rutile Ferromagnetic (TC = 395 K) Metallic (80 – 575 K) 

Cr2O3 Corundum Antiferromagnetic (<308 K) Semiconducting (300 -1600 K) 

Fe2O3 Corundum Antiferromagnetic (TN ≈ 960 K) Semiconducting (200 – 1600 K) 

Fe3O4 Inverse spinel Ferrimagnetic (TN ≈ 860 K) Semiconducting (T<119 K) 

MnO Rocksalt (NaCl) Antiferromagnetic (TN 118 K) Semiconducting (< ~1500 K) 

Mn2O3 Non-corundum Paramagnetic (80 K) Semiconducting (400-1000 K) 

Mn3O4 Spinel Ferrimagnetic (TC = 47 K) Semiconducting (300 K) 

MoO3 Layer Diamagnetic (RT) Semiconductor (450 K) 

NbO2 Rutile Paramagnetic (300 – 1200 K) Semiconducting (300 K) 

NiO Rocksalt (NaCl) Antiferromagnetic (TN ~ 523) Insulator (300 K) 

ReO3 Cubic Pauli-paramagnetic (300 K) Metallic (300 K) 

TiO2 Rutile Diamagnetic (300 K) Dielectric (300 K) 

Ti2O3 Corundum  Paramagnetic (300 K) Insulator (300 K) 

VO2 Rutile (T < 340 K) Paramagnetic (1.7 – 400 K) Semiconducting (T<340 K) 

V2O3 Corundum (at RT)56 Antiferromagnetic (TN =154 K) Metallic (at RT)56 

V2O5 Layer Diamagnetic (RT) Semiconducting (T = 77-450 K) 

WO3 Monoclinic (RT) Diamagnetic (77-292 K) Semiconducting (200 – 400 K) 

ZrO2 Monoclinic (RT) Diamagnetic (RT) Insulating (RT) 
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1.3.3 Perovskites 

1.3.3.1 History  

Perovskites are named after Russian mineralogist Lew. A. Perowski who discovered 

CaTiO3. While they are primarily ternary oxides, nitrides and halides and other compositions 

are also known. Perovskites can undergo structural changes, adopt complex intergrowth 

structures i.e. Aurivillius phase or can be doped with other ions. Creating subtle distortions 

within the perovskite lattice can change the properties of these compounds, giving rise to 

properties such as ferroeletricity, piezoelectricy and colossal magnetoresistance.57  

 

1.3.3.2 Structure 

A metal ion in an arrangement with an oxide ion to give a cubic close packed (ccp) structure 

is quite common, especially with divalent metal oxides. e.g. NiO, MgO etc., which are known 

to have a rock salt structure,58 but if one quarter of the oxide ions are replaced by a cation 

of similar size radius, (alkali, alkaline-earth or rare earth elements), the octahedral voids are 

reduced to one quarter as they are filled by a small cation. The structure is called perovskite 

(fig 1.9), and the general composition is ABX3, where A is usually a rare earth cation, B is 

usually a transition metal ion and X is most commonly O2-, but can be replaced with larger 

anions such as F- and Cl-.59-60  

 

Perovskites are a family which have the same crystal structures as CaTiO3. In the ideal non-

distorted form, the cubic ABX3 perovskite has eight corner-sharing [BX6] octahedra with a 

central A-cation in the cubo-octahedral position formed at the centre of these octahedra. 

Fig. 1.11 illustrates two different unit cells of the same crystal structure. The ideal cubic 

perovskite is not very common but SrTiO3 is commonly regarded as one of the compounds 

that is as close as possible to this ideal cubic structure. The perovskites that possess the 

ideal structure adopt the Pm3m space group.60  
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Perovskites are one of the most studied forms of the oxides, and distorted perovskites are 

extremely important for industrial applications as their lack of symmetry gives them unique 

electrical and magnetic properties.34,41,59,61–65 A lot of early research that focussed on 

perovskites was very much based on characterising the structure and symmetry of the 

compounds, and went some way to discuss the ferroelectric and ferromagnetic properties 

exhibited by particular perovskites.60,66–70 Matthias in 1954 patented an ‘Electrical device 

embodying ferroelectric lanthanum-containing substances’. The ferroelectric compounds 

within the patent were LaGaO3 and LaAlO3, and their use described within the patent include 

devices used as a piezoelectric element and as an electrical transducer.71 However, the 

fact that these compounds were ferroelectric was disputed as no proof or description of the 

properties was given.67 These two compounds, among others, have also recently been 

researched for use as solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) via doping on the A- or B-site.72  

 

Perovskite structures are known to be very diverse, and A and B can be varied, leading to 

many known compounds with a perovskite type structure. As mentioned earlier, the ideal 

perovskite structure is very rare, and the distortions are caused by a number of factors - 

size effects, deviations from the ideal composition and Jahn Teller effect.59 

 

 

 
 

 
Sr2+ 

 
Ti4+ 

O2- 

Fig. 1.11 Cubic perovskite structure (SrTiO3). [TiO6] corner sharing octahedra and Sr2+ 
in the 12 fold cavities between the octahedra. 
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The ferroelectric phenomenon was first discovered in 1921 by J.Valasek73 while working on 

a Rochelle salt (NsKC4H4O6.4H2O). This was furthered by Von Hippel in 1946 using a 

perovskite system, BaTiO3.74  

 

Ferroelectrics exhibit an electrical dipole moment, even in the absence of an electrical field. 

They also possess a domain of different orientations of electrical polarisation that can be 

reoriented and brought into alignment by an external electrical field. 

 

PbTiO3 is a ferroelectric compound. It is commonly synthesised in a solid solution with 

PbZrO3 to give the composition Pb(Ti0.47Zr0.53)O3, more commonly known as PZT. Although 

the PZT solid solution series is known to go through a number of phase changes, with each 

phase resulting in different properties, PbTiO3 only undergoes one phase change at 763 

K75 where it becomes tetragonal. This distortion can be increased by substituting Pb2+ with 

La3+ in differing atomic percentages. The results demonstrated the importance of lattice 

strain on the structure and the resulting property changes.75  

 

BaTiO3 and SrTiO3 are two of the most widely studied ferroelectric compounds, and are of 

particular interest for the next generation of electronics and semiconductors in industry.76 

Along with PZT (discussed above) they are used in different electronics. BaTiO3 enabled 

scientists to develop a two-state and electrically switchable device during World War II. 

These devices were able to encode the 1 and 0 states that were essential for binary 

computer memories.54 PZT was used for ferroelectric random access memory in computers 

(FeRAM) and there is an 8-kbit FeRAM in every Sony Playstation 2, which consists of PZT. 

This is possible because of the stability of the ferroelectric crystalline structure at room 

temperature.54 

 

Perovskite nanomaterials have also been investigated for their use in solar electricity 

applications. Their use in photovoltaic devices has been researched because of their 

semiconducting and ferroelectric properties. They are also sought after because of the 

ability for controlled synthesis methods.  Dye-sensitised solar cell systems (DSSCs) were 

developed by Grätzel77 and this development shows a lot of promise due to a considerably 

high energy conversion efficiency combined with low manufacturing costs.54 

 

The examples outlined above are of relevance to this research as they are investigated with 

the MWTA and IHTA instrumentation. They also show that, depending on the composition 

of the compound, the properties exhibited by the compound can change. This was also 

investigated within this research.  
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1.3.4 Double perovskites 

Ordered perovskites are derivatives of the simple perovskite structure, formed when either 

or both of the A and B sites are replaced by other cations. If they are ordered at only one 

site, the compounds are commonly known as double perovskites. If ordering occurs at both 

sites the compounds are known as quadruple or complex perovskites.60  

 

The perovskite structure has a lot of potential to tolerate a wide range of elements of 

differing size so the number of possible permutations is quite high and because of their 

importance in industry as dielectric resonators at microwave frequencies, the majority of 

studied ordered perovskites tends to be oxide perovskites which exhibit B-site ordering.60 

 

Fig 1.12 below shows an ideal double perovskite, with the structure ABB’O6. At the centre 

of each octahedron, the B/B’ site, are transition metal atoms, whose valence states can vary 

to give +1/+7, +2/+6, +3/+5 and +4/+4. which have arranged themselves in an alternating 

‘chequerboard’ pattern There is an oxygen ion at the vertices of each octahedron and the 

cation on the ‘A’ site occupies the interstice between the octahedra. The A cation is usually 

a alkali earth ion, with a valence state of +2. The most studied are Ca2+, Sr2+, and Ba2+.   

 

Anderson et al.78 reviewed work on double perovskites up to 1993. nd because the B cations 

generally determine the physical properties of double perovskites, it was the B cations that 

were the focus of the review. A central research theme over the years has focussed on 

changing the size, valence and electronic configurations of constituent ions. These are 

primarily, the cation charge difference, and secondarily, the cation size difference.78 Fig. 

1.12 shows the relationship between these two factors.  

Fig. 1.12 Double perovskite with ABB’O6 structure 
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Previous research into double perovskites, which is outlined below, shows that the 

compositions chosen for investigation have various magnetic and electrical properties which 

is pertinent to the research conducted with the MWTA and IHTA instrumentation. These 

were chosen due to ease of synthesis and the expectation of coupling within the two 

instruments.  

 
There are numerous A2BB’X6 structures arising from rock salt cation ordering, combined 

with simple octahedral tilting,79 The cation ordering can have a profound effect on the 

properties of double perovskites.80 Pb based double perovskites (Pb2ScTaO6) have 

dielectric properties that are highly susceptible to differences in the extent of B/B’ ordering.81 

Magnetotransport properties (Sr2FeMoO6) are extremely sensitive to B/B’ disorder and their 

spin polarisation, therefore half metallicity, degrades as cation order decreases.82 

Li3xLa2/3xTiO3 at room temperature has one of the greatest known conductivities. The ionic 

conductivity is strongly affected by the degree of ordering at the A-site.83 

 

Perovskite systems have also been found to have magnetoresistive properties. Arulraj84 

studied the double perovskite system Sr2CrMoO6, after the room temperature 

magnetoresistive properties of Sr2FeMoO6 were discovered by Kobayashi.63 These 

compounds are both ferrimagnetic with transition temperatures that are above room 

temperature, but Sr2CrMoO6 was found to have lower magnetisation and magnetoresistive 

properties than Sr2FeMoO6. This is possibly due to the lack of valence compensation, as Cr 

must always be trivalent, and therefore Mo must always be pentavalent. In the Sr2FeMoO6 

compound, the Fe can vary between divalent and trivalent states, allowing Mo to vary 

between pentavalent and hexavalent states There is some conflicting evidence where 

Sr2CrMo1-xWxO6 is concerned. These properties are sensitive to subtle distortions within the 

structure, particularly those which arise from octahedral tilting.85 
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1.3.5 Disordered and tilted perovskite structures 

There is a large variety of non-cubic structures in existence that are often distorted and 

have lower symmetry than the cubic structure. The structural distortion usually occurs due 

to size incompatibility of the three ions and to accommodate the size difference, repulsion 

between ions within the system (electrostatic forces) causes the distortion.86  

 

The degree of distortion within the structure can be predicted using the Goldschmidt 

tolerance factor, t, (eqn. 2) 

 

Eqn.2. 

𝑡 =
𝑟𝐴 + 𝑟𝑂

√2(𝑟𝐵 + 𝑟𝑂)
 

 

Where: rA = the radius of the A-cation 

 rB = the radius of the B-cation 

 rO = the radius of the Oxygen anion 

 

Eqn. 2 only relates to the tolerance factor of a simple perovskite. In the case of complex 

and ordered perovskites, the average radius of ions on each site is used as more than one 

ion occupies the A and/or B-sites.87 

 

The closer the tolerance factor is to one, the closer the unit cell is to the ideal cubic system. 

The following rule can be considered for the double perovskite family: for 1.05 > t >1.00 the 

cubic structure is adopted within the Fm3m space group, for 1.00 > t >0.97, the structure is 

most probably tetragonal with an I4/m space group and if t <0.97, either a monoclinic (P21/n) 

or orthorhombic structure is adopted.   

 

According to Glazer, distortion occurs from displacement of the B-cations (BaTiO3), tilting 

of the octahedra (CaTiO3) or a combination of both (NaNbO3).35,88 The properties of 

perovskite transition metal oxides, both magnetic and electrical, are known to be affected 

by these distortions.59  
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1.4 Dielectrics 

Von Hippel89 states that a dielectric is not so much an insulator, but a broad range of non-

metals that should be thought about from the position of their interaction with electric, 

magnetic and electromagnetic fields.  

 

Dielectrics are materials with a high polarizability, determining the dynamical response of a 

bound system to external fields. To meet with the requirements for microwave applications,  

several types of dielectric materials have been investigated.90–94 and, due to their extreme 

structural and compositional flexibility, those materials with the perovskite structure are 

some of the most researched (see Section 1.2 for more detailed description of perovskite 

systems). 1:2 ordered perovskites, A3B’B’’2O9 and A2B’B’’O6, , are some of the compositions 

that have recently gained attention. A2+ is usually an alkaline earth ion, and B’/B’’ are usually 

a transitions metal ion with charges varying between B’+2/B’’+6 and B’+3/B’’+5. There have 

also been instances where B’4+/B’’4+ (Ba2CePtO6) and B’1+/B’’7+ (Ba2NaReO6) have been 

synthesised.60 Compositions studied include double perovskites A2MgTeO6 (where A = 

Ca2+, Sr2+ and Ba2+)95, LaCoMnO6
96 and triple perovskites A3CoNbO9 (where A = Ca2+, Sr2+ 

and Ba2+)97 and Sr3Zn1-xMgxNb2O9 (0≤x≤1)90.  

 

A material can be heated by subjecting it to high frequency electromagnetic radiation. The 

ability of the E-field to exert a force on charged particles resulted in the origin of these 

heating effects. A current is induced if the particles within a material can move freely through 

it. If the charge carriers are bound to certain regions within that material, then they will move 

until a counter-force balances them. The net result is dielectric polarisation.   

 

The extent to which a material will heat when subjected to microwave radiation is dependent 

on two critical factors – the dielectric constant of that material (ϵ’) and the dielectric loss 

factor (ϵ’’).4,10,14,24 ϵ’ relates to a material’s ability to polarise in an E-field. ϵ’’ is the efficiency 

with which the energy of electromagnetic radiation can be converted into heat.23 Both ϵ’ and 

ϵ’’ vary with frequency, where ϵ’’ reaches a maximum as the dielectric constant falls. The 

ratio of ϵ’ and ϵ’’ gives the dielectric loss tangent (tanδ), shown in Eqn.3.  

 

tan𝛿 =  
𝜖′′

𝜖′  

 

The dielectric loss factor defines the ability of a material to convert electromagnetic energy 

into thermal energy at a given temperature and frequency.4 

 

Eqn. 3 
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The power dissipated by a material that is exposed to microwave radiation can be given by 

the Maxwell equation (Eqn.4). 

 

𝑃 = constant ∙ 𝑓 ∙ 𝐸 ∙ 𝜖′ ∙ tan𝛿 

 

Where: P = power density (W m-3) 

  f = applied frequency (Hz) 

  E = average electric field component of the microwave energy (V m-1) 

 

Energy absorption increases with frequency for a constant loss factor, but penetration depth 

(Dp) falls. The penetration depth for a frequency of 2.45 GHz is in the order of a few 

centimetres, depending on the loss factor of each individual material.24 

 

Generally, ϵ’ decreases with frequency and temperature, but the behaviour of ϵ’’ is less 

regular. The loss factor tends to increase with temperature. This can lead to undesirable 

consequences, such as thermal runaway, in some materials.25 

 

1.5 Electrical and magnetic properties 

Some materials have properties that enable them to be used as sensors, ultrasonic devices, 

and memory or data storage devices. These materials are called piezoelectric materials, 

and this title also includes materials that are ferroelectric and non-ferroelectric. Out of thirty-

two crystalline classes, twenty of these are piezoelectric. These can be split again into a 

pyroelectric class and non-pyroelectric class. The pyroelectric classes consist of materials 

that have a spontaneous electric voltage in response to a temperature change. This group 

includes ferro- and non-ferroelectric materials. The non-pyroelectric class consists of 

materials that have a spontaneous electric voltage in response to an application of external 

stress on the material.  

 

1.5.1 Ferroelectricity 

Ferroelectricity refers to the spontaneous polarizability of a material which can be reversed 

with the application of an external magnetic field.98 First discovered in the Rochelle salts in 

1921, A. von Hippel later found barium titanate (BaTiO3) exhibited ferroelectrical behaviour 

in 1944. Currently there are over 250 materials classified as having ferroelectric properties 

including lead titanate (PbTiO3), lead zirconate titanate (PZT) and lead lanthanum zirconate 

titanate (PLZT).98 The exhibiting of ferroelectric behaviour (the spontaneous polarizability) 

occurs below the Curie temperature (TC) and is defined by the crystal symmetry of the 

material.   

Eqn. 4 
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1.5.2 Ferro- and ferrimagnetism 

Magnetism is a phenomenon associated with the motion of electric charges. Electric 

currents and magnetic moments of a material create a magnetic field, which then affects 

the magnetic fields of other materials. Most materials are affected by magnetic fields, and 

they can be classified as being ferromagnetic (Fe, Co, Ni), ferrimagnetic (Fe3O4), anti-

ferromagnetic (NiO, Cr), paramagnetic (Na, Al, Ca etc.), and diamagnetic (N, Cu, Ag, Au) 

materials, depending on the net degree of magnetisation of individual substances.  

 

A ferromagnetic material possesses a spontaneous magnetic moment (saturation moment) 

with zero applied magnetic field. The electron spin and the magnetic moment are arranged 

in a regular manner (Fig. 1.13). They have long-range ordering at the atomic level, where 

unpaired electron spins align parallel to one another in different domain. The magnetisation 

within the domain is strong, but in a bulk sample, it is likely to be non-magnetic, as the 

domains themselves are randomly orientated with respect to one another. A small magnetic 

field can cause the domains to line up, magnetising the material. Most materials will stay 

magnetised, to some extent, after being subjected to a magnetic field. This tendency for the 

materials to ‘remember their magnetic history’ is known as hysteresis.99 

All ferromagnets have a maximum temperature where their ferromagnetic properties 

disappear i.e. above this temperature a ferromagnet becomes paramagnetic. This is known 

as the Curie temperature (TC). It is analogous to the Néel temperature (TN), which is the 

temperature above which an antiferromagnet becomes paramagnetic. Antiferromagnets 

have no net magnetic moment, as the electrons spins are aligned oppositely (fig. 1.14), 

resulting in a net magnetisation of zero.  

 

Another branch of magnetic materials is ferrimagnetism. These magnets are less magnetic 

than ferromagnets, as the electrons spins are oppositely charged, but the opposing charges 

are smaller, therefore resulting in an overall net magnetisation. 
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1.5.3 Para- and Diamagnetism 

Diamagnetic materials have completely paired electrons therefore the total spin is 0. These 

materials are not attracted to a magnetic field and are slightly repelled. In contrast to 

diamagnetic materials, paramagnetic materials have one or more lone electrons in an orbital 

and these materials are slightly attracted to a magnetic field and attempt to realign in 

response to the external applied field. No magnetisation is retained by the material in the 

absence of a magnetic field. Where d- or f-electrons are involved, stronger magnetic effects 

can typically be observed, particularly with the lanthanide atoms.100  

 

A 

B 

C 
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1.6 Magnetic and electrical properties of perovskite systems 

1.6.1 Behaviour of perovskites 

1.6.1.1 ABX3 system 

Oxide perovskites with ferromagnetic behaviour were first reported in 1950 during a study 

on manganites (AMnO3: A= divalent or trivalent cation).68Jonker and Van Santen 

investigated compounds of the general formula A3+B3+O3
2-, and although they found that 

LaMnO3 was ferromagnetic at liquid-air temperatures (78 K), LaFeO3 and LaCrO3 were not. 

It was subsequently found that LaMnO3 was only ferromagnetic when it contained some 

manganese of a valency higher than three. In order to increase the valency of the Mn, they 

prepared some mixed crystals of the formula La1-xAxBO3, where A= Ca2+, Sr2+, Ba2+, Cd2+ 

and Pb2+ and where 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. Ferromagnetic materials were formed when x = 0.2 to 0.4.  

The physical properties of the materials were found to be closely related to the valence of 

the manganese, and also to the TC. In order to explain this they suggested a positive indirect 

exchange mechanism, now known as superexchange.68 

 

Zener interpreted ferromagnetism as arising from the indirect coupling of incomplete d-

shells via the conducting electrons and found a correlation between conductivity and 

ferromagnetism. As an example of the dependency of ferromagnetism on the conduction 

electrons, Zener mentioned the difference in the behaviour of the Mn ions in the Heusler 

alloys (of the type Cu2MnSn) and in MnCl2. These compounds are FM and AFM 

respectively, although the Mn atoms are 40% further apart than in metallic Mn.70 Zener 

introduced indirect coupling through the oxygen ion by means of double exchange.69 

 

The discovery by Zener of the double exchange mechanism via electron transfer through 

oxygen orbitals, encouraged further studies on oxide materials that could show 

ferromagnetism at high temperatures.101  

 

With regards to ferroelectric properties, the most studied perovskites are ones containing 

Pb and Ba as the A-site cation. The main focus for research with these perovskites is that 

they are very similar in structure, yet their properties are quite different. Cohen looked at 

the BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 systems to try and what was causing the differences.102 Their unit 

cell size is similar, at 64.2 and 63.2 Å3 respectively. Both are paraelectric (non-polar) at high 

temperatures and have a simple cubic structure – space group Pm3m. However, BaTiO3 

undergoes three ferroelectric phase transitions; from cubic to tetragonal at 393 K, from 

tetragonal to orthorhombic at 278 K and from orthorhombic it rhombohedral at 183 K. In 
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comparison, PbTiO3 only undergoes one ferroelectric phase transition from cubic to 

tetragonal at 766 K.102  

 

With the Pb(B,B’)O3 and Ba(B,B’)O3, the Pb systems are used as relaxor ferroelectric 

transducers, actuators and multilayer capacitors. The Ba systems are used as dielectric 

resonator materials, in particular Ba(Zn1/3Ta2/3)O3.81. B-site order has been found to be 

essential to obtain the relaxor properties in the Pb systems, but the dielectric quality factor 

degrade by orders of magnitude if there is any disorder in the Ba systems.  Burton et al. 

compared the two systems, and found that the long-range coloumbic interactions that drive 

the ordering with the Ba system weren’t present in the Pb systems. In the Pb systems, 

hybridisation between the Pb 6s and O 2p states causes competition between long- and 

short-range many body interactions, which is why the Pb based systems disorder at lower 

temperatures.  

 

1.6.1.2 ABB’X6 systems 

In 1961, ferrimagnetic behaviour in a double perovskite was reported by Longo and Ward.103 

This behaviour occurred in a rhenium based double perovskite above room temperature. 

Subsequent experiments further explored Re-based double perovskites, and their electrical 

and magnetic properties.103,104 It was discovered during these studies, that B cation ordering 

could be attributed to the large charge difference between them. This finding caused an 

increase in research on different B-site cations in double perovskites. It was also at this 

stage that Longo and Ward postulated the use of Mo5+ and Os6+ for use as cations, in 

combination with a divalent cation, to increase the charge difference. Although it was 

suggested that the use of other elements could yield similar results, Longo and Ward 

continued to study the Rhenium compounds as this was where other research had had the 

most success.103,104 

 

In 1962, Patterson et al.105 looked at oxides with the perovskite structure containing Mo5+ 

and W5+. It had previously been found that with paramagnetic B cations of different magnetic 

moment in neighbouring B-sites, the compound should exhibit ferrimagnetism, as 

demonstrated in the Re compounds.103,104 The idea that this principle could be extended to 

Mo and W magnetic oxides raised some doubt. The compounds with the formula A2CrMoO6 

(where A = Ba2+, Ca2+ or Sr2+) were found to have different TC, with the compositions 

containing larger A-site cations having the higher TC. It was also found that the Ca2+ ion 

favours orthorhombic distortion, which in turn changes the O-B-O bond angle from 180° 

which is favoured for magnetic interaction.105,106 
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Even though research continued into double perovskite systems and their properties, it 

wasn’t until 1998 when Kobayashi published the discovery of the half-metallic ferromagnetic 

(HMFM) properties of Sr2FeMoO6, that a renewed interest was triggered.63,101 Due to these 

properties in SFMO and in other double perovskite systems, these materials are seen as a 

real alternative to the manganese perovskites. They also have the added advantage of a 

much wider temperature range, between 110 K (Ba2MnReO6) to 725 K (Sr2CrRuO6),107 

which makes them desirable for practical applications in magnetoresistive materials which 

can be used in magnetic storage devices.108  

 

A lot of research is currently ongoing with a view to developing double perovskites for a 

number of different applications, many of which are within the spintronics area for solid state 

storage devices.47 These include (but are not limited to) thermoelectrics (Sr2MnMoO6 with 

La doping),109 giant magnetoresistance (Mn2FeReO6)
110 and tunnelling magnetoresistance 

(A2FeWO6 where A = Ca2+ or Sr2+).111 

 
This research will examine the behaviour of a series of complex double perovskites in order 

to observe magnetic and electric behaviour within the systems. Sr2FeMo1-xWxO6 and 

Sr2CrMo1-xWxO6 have been chosen due to their well characterised structure and properties. 

It is hoped that the compounds will show differences when coupling in the E- and H-fields 

using MWTA and show interaction with induced magnetic currents using the novel IHTA 

instrument. Further investigations will include doping Sr2FeMoO6 with La3+ on the A-site, 

discussed below.  

 

1.6.2 Electron Doping of perovskites 

The doping of perovskite systems has been the centre of much research, starting in the 

mid-20th century.112,113 Since the discovery that different valence Mn ions (+3/+4) can 

change the electrical and magnetic properties of these systems68, ions of different valences 

have been substituted onto the A- and B-sites to find more desirable properties.  

 

1.6.2.1 Ln Doping of ABX3 perovskite systems 

The lattice parameters and atom positions are critical to the electronic and magnetic 

properties of the perovskite system and lanthanides have been a popular choice of dopant 

to increase and optimise the desired properties. Lead titanate (PbTiO3) is a useful 

piezoelectric material due to its high intrinsic polarisation and relatively high Tc of between 

568 K and 708 K, depending on the stoichiometry (Pb1-xTiO3-x).114 The tetragonality in this 

system prevents the processing of high density ceramic materials, and because a lot of 

studies have investigated Ln3+ doped barium titanate (BaTiO3)115, it was thought that doping 
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the PbTiO3 with a Ln3+ ion could reduce the lattice parameters while still retaining the 

piezoelectricity at optimal levels.75,116   

 

1.6.2.2 Ln doping of ABB’X6 double perovskite systems 

The introduction of a rare earth metal (Ln) into a double perovskite system has been the 

focus of a lot of recent research. Kobayashi’s findings63 have stimulated research into 

increasing the Tc of these materials. A higher Tc allows these materials to have more 

practical uses in higher temperature devices. Holes are introduced in charge doped 

manganites by substituting a trivalent lanthanide for a divalent cation, as in La1-xCaxMnO3.109 

The research discussed in this thesis observed the properties and behaviour of Sr2-

xLaxFeMoO6 (where x = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.2). As outlined above, research has shown 

that TC can be increased by substituting La3+ onto the A-site, and other research examining 

the changes in properties for this series has discovered that doping Sr2FeMoO6 with La3+ 

enhances the magnetoresistive (MR) properties41 and Tc
61 of this compound. Narsinga-Rao 

et al.41 found that where x > 0.4, the increase in MR began to reduce again. The final part 

of the research discussed in this thesis focuses on the properties of this series, and due to 

the findings of previous research, reduced amounts of La were used. This is discussed 

further in Chapter 4.  

 

1.7 Objectives 

The objective of this study is the use of MWTA and IHTA for novel thermal analysis of 

functional ceramic materials. The research will utilise different materials (oxides, 

perovskites and double perovskites with substitutions of the A- and B-site cations) to further 

develop the thermal analysis equipment. The investigation will be accomplished using novel 

instrumentation (MWTA and IHTA) developed at the University of Huddersfield.24 Previous 

work by Rozanski, Gillie and Parkes  - unpublished results – suggest that ferroelectric and 

antiferroelectric transitions can be tracked qualitatively when materials are heated in the 

electric field maximum, therefore the possibility of whether the same is apparent with 

magnetic ordering events in the magnetic field component of the microwave field was 

investigated.  

 

The novel instrumentation techniques include microwave thermal analysis and induction 

heating thermal analysis. The method development and adaptation of these instruments is 

presented in Chapter 3. 

 

To examine the use of MWTA and IHTA for magnetic and electrical properties, simple metal 

oxides were initially investigated. Solid solutions were synthesised to observe the 
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differences in coupling with the instrument and the properties of the corresponding metal 

oxides. This work is presented in Chapter 4. 

 
More simple perovskites were then analysed on the instruments, PbTiO3, PbZrO3 and 

BaTiO3, to observe their behaviour in separated fields. This work, along with a comparison 

with their corresponding metal oxides is presented in Chapters 4 and 5.  

The initial double perovskite system to be investigated is the Sr2FeMo1-xWxO6 series. This 

solid solution series has been thoroughly characterised since its HM-FM property was 

discovered in the late ninties.63 The electrical and magnetic properties are well known so 

this series is ideal to use initially with the induction and microwave thermal analysis 

techniques. This work is presented in Section 5.10. 

 

The effect of substituting the Fe2+/3+ on the B-site with Cr3+ to give the Sr2CrMo1-xWxO6 series 

has been investigated using IHTA and MWTA. Investigation of the TC and changes in 

magnetic and electrical properties of this series have been examined. This solid series has 

been documented previously as having a high TC at room temperature,101,105,107,117 which is 

why further investigation with the novel instrumentation was deemed necessary as it was 

hoped that the phase change would be observable with the induction heater. This work is 

presented in Sections 5.11.2 and 5.12.2 

 

Substitutions on the A-site have also been investigated in this study. Using Ln3+ ions (where 

Ln = La), as a substitution for Sr2+ ions in the solid solution series Sr2-xLaxFeMoO6. In this 

series, where x=0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, it is hoped the La3+ ions will be forced to substitute 

on the A-site due to their large ionic radius, as previous research suggests, and that these 

changes will be evident in the thermograms from the MWTA and the IHTA. This series has 

been analysed using the IHTA and MWTA, and the work is presented in Sections 5.11.3 

and 5.12.3  

 

All the series have been characterised using powder X-ray diffraction (P-XRD). These 

instrumental techniques will be discussed in Chapter 2. 
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Chapter 2 

2.0 Experimental 

2.1 Sample Synthesis 

Metal oxides and perovskites were purchased from Fischer Scientific and Sigma-Aldrich 

chemical suppliers. Solid solution series and the complex perovskite systems were 

synthesised via the standard ceramic route. Stoichiometric amounts of dried starting 

materials were ground together with a pestle and mortar, with acetone as a homogenising 

medium. The subsequent mixtures were heated in furnace using an alumina crucible until 

a single phase was formed.  

 

2.1.1 Nix-MgxO solid solution  

Nickel nitrate (Ni(No3)2.6H2O) and magnesium carbonate basic (MgCO3.Mg(OH)2.3H2O) 

were weighed according to the required ratio (Where x = 1.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 0.0). 

Enough deionised water was added to make a green paste. The paste was heated in an 

alumina crucible for approximately one hour at 110°C to remove water. The dried mixture 

was re-ground and calcined at 800°C overnight, which resulted in a grey solid.118 This was 

ground to a fine powder and analysed with powder XRD (fig. 2.1 below).  

 

2.1.2 Sr2FeMo1-xWxO6 

The following samples were synthesised using strontium carbonate, Iron (II) oxide, tungsten 

oxide, and ammonium molybdate tetrahydrate via grinding with acetone. Initial synthesis 

was prepared via the route outlined by Kobayashi,63 but further heating was required with 

some samples which was increased gradually to remove impurities.   

 

• Sr2FeMoO6 – synthesised via the following heating patterns. Grinding of sample was 

repeated between each heating phase.  

o 300 °C in air for 2 hours.  

o 800 °C for 24 hours in air.  

o 1075 °C for 6 hours (× 2) 5% H2/N2 atmosphere 

• Sr2FeMo0.75W0.25O6 - synthesised via the following heating patterns. Grinding of sample 

was repeated between each heating phase.  

o 300 °C in air for 2 hours.  

o 800 °C for 24 hours in air.  

o 1100 °C for 6 hours (× 2) H2/N2 atmosphere 

o 1175 °C fo 6 hours 5% H2/N2 atmosphere 
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• Sr2FeMo0.25W0.75O6 - synthesised via the following heating patterns. Grinding of sample 

was repeated between each heating phase.  

o 300 °C in air for 2 hours.  

o 800 °C for 24 hours in air.  

o 1100 °C for 6 hours (× 2) 5% H2/N2 atmosphere 

o 1175 °C for 6 hours 5% H2/N2 atmosphere 

• Sr2FeMo0.5W0.5O6 - synthesised via the following heating patterns. Grinding of sample 

was repeated between each heating phase.  

o 300 °C in air for 2 hours.  

o 800 °C for 24 hours in air.  

o 1200 °C for 6 hours (× 2) 5% H2/N2 atmosphere 

• Sr2FeWO6 - synthesised via the following heating patterns. Grinding of sample was 

repeated between each heating phase.  

o 300 °C in air for 2 hours.  

o 800 °C for 24 hours in air.  

o 1200 °C for 6 hours (× 2) 5% H2/N2 atmosphere 

 

It was found after numerous heating and grinding phases for each sample that these heating 

patterns gave the least impurities in the final compositions.  

 

2.1.3 Sr2-xLaxFeMoO6 

The following samples were synthesised using strontium carbonate, lanthanum (III) oxide, 

Iron (II) oxide, and ammonium molybdate tetrahydrate via grinding with acetone.41   

• Sr1.95La0.05FeMoO6 – synthesised via the following heating patterns. Grinding of sample 

was repeated between each heating phase.  

o 900 °C for 3 hours in air.  

o 1100 °C for 12 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere. 

o 1150 °C for 12 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere. 

o 1200 °C for 12 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere. 

 

• Sr1.9La0.1FeMoO6 – synthesised via the following heating patterns. Grinding of sample 

was repeated between each heating phase. 

o 900 °C for 3 hours in air.  

o 1100 °C for 12 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere. 

o 1150 °C for 12 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere. 

o 1200 °C for 12 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere. 
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• Sr1.85La0.15FeMoO6 – synthesised via the following heating patterns. Grinding of sample 

was repeated between each heating phase. 

o 900 °C for 3 hours in air.  

o 1100 °C for 12 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere. 

o 1150 °C for 12 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere. 

o 1150 °C for 12 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere. 

• Sr1.80La0.02FeMoO6 – synthesised via the following heating patterns. Grinding of sample 

was repeated between each heating phase. 

o 900 °C for 3 hours in air.  

o 1150 °C for 12 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere. 

o 1150 °C for 12 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere. 

 

2.1.4 Sr2CrMo1-xWxO6 

The following series was synthesised by a final year student to investigate the impact of 

substituting the Fe ion on the B site for a different transition metal.84 The synthesis of this 

series is outlined below:  

• Sr2CrMoO6 - synthesised via the following heating patterns. Grinding of sample was 

repeated between each heating phase. 

o 350 °C for 1 hour in air.  

o 1400 °C for 12 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere 

• Sr2CrMo0.9W0.1O6 - synthesised via the following heating patterns. Grinding of 

sample was repeated between each heating phase. 

o 350 °C for 1 hour in air.  

o 800 °C for 12 hours in air 

o 1400 °C for 12 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere 

• Sr2CrMo0.7W0.3O6 - synthesised via the following heating patterns. Grinding of 

sample was repeated between each heating phase. 

o 350 °C for 1 hour in air.  

o 800 °C for 12 hours in air 

o 1400 °C for 12 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere 

• Sr2CrMo0.5W0.5O6 - synthesised via the following heating patterns. Grinding of 

sample was repeated between each heating phase. 

o 350 °C for 1 hour in air.  

o 1400 °C for 12 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere (× 2) 

o 1400 °C for 6 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere  

o 1400 °C for 12 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere (× 3) 

o Ground using a ball mill for 10 minutes at 300 rpm. 
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o 1400 °C for 24 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere  

o 1400 °C for 12 hours in 10 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere (× 2) 

• Sr2CrMo0.3W0.7O6 - synthesised via the following heating patterns. Grinding of 

sample was repeated between each heating phase. 

o 350 °C for 1 hour in air.  

o 1400 °C for 12 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere (× 2) 

o 1400 °C for 6 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere  

o 1400 °C for 12 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere (× 3) 

o Ground using a ball mill for 10 minutes at 300 rpm. 

o 1400 °C for 24 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere  

o 1400 °C for 12 hours in 10 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere  

• Sr2CrMo0.1W0.9O6 - synthesised via the following heating patterns. Grinding of 

sample was repeated between each heating phase. 

o 350 °C for 1 hour in air.  

o 1400 °C for 12 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere (× 2) 

o 1400 °C for 6 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere  

o 1400 °C for 12 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere (× 3) 

o Ground using a ball mill for 10 minutes at 300 rpm. 

o 1400 °C for 24 hours in 5 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere  

o 1400 °C for 12 hours in 10 % H2/N2 reducing atmosphere  
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2.2 Characterisation of synthesised compounds  

2.2.1 Nix-MgxO solid series 

 Nix-MgxO was ground to a fine, grey powder and analysed with powder XRD (fig. 2.1 

below).  

    
 
 

 

NiO and MgO were studied with relation to Vegard’s Law,  which is an approximate empirical 

formula which holds that there is a linear relationship between the lattice parameters of an alloy 

and its constituent elements.119 This behaviour is known in literature already but aided in 

characterisation of the compounds. In other words, adding one of the oxides to another in a 

series of solid solutions should yield different sized lattices depending on the amount of oxide 

added. This relationship was confirmed between the NiO and MgO, as increasing amounts of 

MgO were added to NiO, the lattice parameters increased linearly due to the larger cation being 

introduced into the system. This was done using Chekcell software120 and lattice parameters are 

shown in fig 2.2 and table 2.1.  

  

Fig. 2.1 XRD patterns for the Nix-MgxO solid series 15 – 80 2𝜽 

Blue – Dried MgO. Red – Ni0.25Mg0.75. Green- Ni0.5Mg0.5. Pink - Ni0.75Mg0.25. Brown – 
dried NiO 
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Rock salt composition a = b = c (Å) α = β = γ (°) 

NiO 4.1837 (1) 90 

NiO0.75-MgO0.25 4.1937 (5)  90 

NiO0.5-MgO0.5 4.2013 (2)  90 

NiO0.25-MgO0.75 4.2125 (7)  90 

MgO 4.2260 (1)  90 

Table 2.1 Lattice parameter values from Chekcell, used to check if rock salt 

series follows Vegard’s law.  

Fig 2.2.  Linear relationship between NiO and MgO in solid solution 
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2.2.2 Sr2FeMo1-xWxO6 

The double perovskite series was synthesised as discussed in section 2.1.2. The resulting 

powders were analysed using powder XRD (fig. 2.3), initially for 2 hours, the data were then 

refined using Rietveld analysis in GSAS.121 These patterns were then substituted into the 

refinement. A second phase also had to be inserted into the refinement as there was an 

impurity observed in both the Mo (SrMoO4) and W (SrWO4) variations of the compound. 

 

 

 

Refined XRD patterns (using GSAS) are shown in figs 2.4 – 2.6. Red tick marks correspond 

to the impurity phases and black tick marks are the peaks corresponding to the double 

perovskite that has been synthesised. The purple pattern indicates the difference between 

the measured and calculated patterns. 

 

Fig 2.3. XRD patterns for the Sr2FeMo1-xWxO6series 15 – 80 2𝜽 

Blue – Sr2FeMoO6. Red – Sr2FeMo0.75W75Mg0.25O6. Green- Sr2FeMo0.5W0.5O6. Pink - 
Sr2FeMo0.25W0.75O6. Brown – Sr2FeWO6 
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Fig 2.4.  Refinement plot for Sr2FeMoO6. Starting model for refinement from 
ICSD database collection code 150701 – green pattern. Refined synthesised 
pattern – red crosses. Impurity phase – red tick marks. Synthesised double 

perovskite pattern – black tick marks. Purple pattern indicates difference between 
measured and calculated patterns.   

Fig 2.5 Refinement plot for Sr2FeWO6 Starting model for refinement from ICSD 
database collection code 153430 – green pattern. Refined synthesised pattern – 

red crosses. Impurity phase – red tick marks. Synthesised double perovskite 
pattern – black tick marks. Purple pattern indicates difference between measured 

and calculated patterns.   
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Due to instrumentation issues later in the research project, it was difficult to collect and 

refine some of the data. While initial classification was possible using the XRD, the refined 

data shown above was gained on a different instrument and due to time constraints, it was 

not possible to refine the whole sample set.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Fig 2.6 Refinement plot for Sr2FeMo0.5W0.5O6 Starting model for refinement from 
ICSD database collection code 153428 – green pattern. Refined synthesised 
pattern – red crosses. Impurity phase – red tick marks. Synthesised double 

perovskite pattern – black tick marks. Purple pattern indicates difference between 
measured and calculated patterns.   
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2.2.3 Sr2-xLaxFeMoO6 

In fig. 2.7 overleaf, the XRD patterns for the Sr2LaFeMoO6 compositions are shown. Again 

due to time constraints, full refinement was not possible, and it was difficult to make a 

comparison as there were very few literature resources containing a comparable XRD 

pattern with the compositions investigated here. The patterns overleaf, paired with the 

research with the MWTA and IHTA instrumentation suggest that the compositions are close 

to what was expected, although any impurities, as suggested with all other samples 

investigated, may also influence the results gained.  

 

 

 

  

Fig 2.7. XRD patterns Sr2-xLaxFeMoO6 series 15 – 80 2𝜽 

Blue – Sr1.95La0.05FeMoO6. Red – Sr1.9La0.1FeMoO6. Green- Sr1.85La0.15FeMoO6. 
Pink - Sr1.8La0.2FeMoO6.  
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2.2.4 Sr2CrMo1-xWxO6 

Fig 2.8 shows four of the Sr2CrMo1-xWxO6 series. More samples were synthesised but the 

other files were corrupted so it was impossible to open them for characterisation with the 

other samples so they have been removed from any further analysis. All the samples were 

analysed with the IHTA and the MWTA but it is impossible at this stage to know whether 

the desired composition or the impurities are responsible for any results.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.8. XRD patterns Sr2CrMo1-xWxO6 series 15 – 80 2𝜽 

Blue – Sr2CrMoO6. Red – Sr2CrMo0.9W0.1Mg0.25O6. Green- Sr2CrMo0.7W0.3O6. 
Pink - Sr2CrWO6  
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Chapter 3 

 

3.0 Thermal methods of analysis 

3.1 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a thermal analysis technique where a substance is 

subject to a controlled temperature programme and the change in mass of the substance 

is measured as a function of temperature. A loss in mass is only observed if a volatile 

component is lost.122  

 

In a typical TGA instrument set up, the sample is placed in an inert crucible which is attached 

to a sensitive balance and a furnace is positioned around the sample. Heat is then 

transferred to the sample by conduction. This has its limitations and can cause temperature 

gradients within the sample, reducing the resolution of the data.25,122  

  

3.2 Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) 

The most widely used methods of thermal analysis techniques are differential thermal 

analysis (DTA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Information about a sample is 

obtained by heating the sample alongside an inert reference sample and thermal changes 

can be observed. W.C Roberts-Austen was one of the first to introduce the concept of 

modern DTA in 1899.123 His instrument included the reference sample to enable the user to 

gain a larger value of temperature difference (ΔT). This DTA technique suffered from poor 

repeatability until Norton124 used the peak area instead of peak height to make quantitative 

measurement. The next advance was in 1955 by Boersma.125 His design of a new sample 

holder separated the reference and sample temperature by heating on a piece of thermally 

conductive material, enabling the differential temperature to be measured.  

 

DSC is discussed in further detail in Section 3.3, but the practical distinction between DTA 

and DSC has to do with the nature of the signal obtained from the equipment. With DTA, 

the signal is proportional to T established between the sample and reference. With DSC, 

the signal is proportional to difference in thermal power between the sample and the 

reference.122  
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3.3. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is fast, simple and widely available so it is one of 

the most used methods of thermal analysis. In DSC, a sample and a reference are placed 

in holders in the instrument. The interior furnace can ramp the temperature at a specified 

rate (e.g. 10°C min-1) or can hold the DSC at a specific temperature. The difference in the 

heat flow between the sample and the reference is measured by the instrument. DSC differs 

from differential thermal analysis (DTA) in that DSC is calorimetric method, where the 

energy difference is measured, whereas with DTA, it is the difference in temperature which 

is measured. The temperature programs for both methods are similar, whereas DSC is 

considered to be a quantitative method, DTA is a qualitative method.16 Fig. 3.1 shows a 

simplified set up of a heat-flux DSC and a power compensated DSC.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

There are different types of DSC, power compensated DSC (PC-DSC), heat-flux DSC (HF-

DSC) and modulated DSC (MDSC). Each one gives a plot of heat flow or power against 

temperature, called a thermogram.17 

 

With PC-DSC, the temperatures of the sample and reference are kept equal while both 

temperatures are increased or decreased linearly. Two independent heating units are 

employed and these heating units are quite small to give a rapid heating, cooling and 

equilibration rates. It does have lower sensitivity than HF-DSC but has a faster response 

time,  which makes it ideal for kinetic studies where fast equilibration and new temperature 

settings are needed.16  

 

Fig. 3.1  DSC instrumentation (a) Heat-flux DSC (HF-DSC) and (b) 
Power compensated DSC (PC-DSC).  
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In HF-DSC, the sample and reference are heated by a single heating unit, and the difference 

in heat-flow into the sample and reference is measured, while the sample temperature is 

changed at a constant rate. The differential is monitored by chromel-constantin 

thermocouples and the differential heat flow is directly proportional to the difference in the 

output of the two thermocouple junctions.   Fig 3.2 is a typical DSC thermogram showing 

the different types of phase transitions and how they appear within the pattern.  

 
 

MDSC has the same set up as HF-DSC. Using Fourier transform methods, the overall signal 

is split into two parts, a reversing heat-flow signal, which is associated with the heat capacity 

component of the thermogram, and a non-reversing heat flow signal, which is related to 

kinetic processes. Different transitions appear in either one or both of the signals.  

 

 

3.4. Microwave Thermal Analysis (MWTA) 

An MWTA instrument was designed, constructed and developed at the University of 

Huddersfield to allow the analysis of dielectric materials and changes to their properties 

when held in an electromagnetic field. The initial developments we performed by Dr. G.M.B. 

Parkes14,23,24,126 and Dr. I. Hamilton.25 The schematic of the original MWTA instrument is 

shown previously in fig. 1.7.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.2 Typical DSC thermogram where: Tg = Glass transition temperature, 
Tc = crystallisation temperature (exothermic event) and Tm = melting 
temperature (endothermic event). 
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Current research has been focussed on looking at the effect of the separate components of 

the EM field on dielectric materials – the electric field (E-field) and the magnetic field (H-

field). The adaptations are discussed in Section 3.2.4. 

 

3.4.1 Microwave heating  

Since the use of microwaves for heating was discovered during the mid-20th century, several 

various uses have been found due to the induction of heating compared to a conventional 

furnace or cooker. Initially microwave heating was confined to industrial applications such 

as drying but more recently has been found to speed up processes such as ceramic 

sintering and polymer curing. Gedye et al.127 have also utilised microwaves for organic 

synthesis and since these investigations, microwave synthesis has become of interest to 

synthetic chemists.  

 

Although these developments have vastly increased the use of microwaves in both 

industrial and research areas, it’s use as a thermal analysis technique had not been a broad 

area of research apart from the work by Karmazsin et al.21,22 This work led to the research 

undertaken by Parkes et al.11,14,23,24,126 and later the developments discussed within the 

current research.   

 

3.4.2 Microwave heating theory  

As mentioned in Section 1.1.5, in an electromagnetic wave, the electrical (E-) field and 

magnetic (H-) field are at 90° to one another with both of these components in phase (fig. 

1.5).  

 

Most research has focussed on observing how materials interact with the E-field of the 

electromagnetic field. Dielectric materials (a material in which polarisation can occur in an 

applied electrical field) were researched by Hamiliton, and they differ from conductive 

materials in that their charges are bound by atomic or molecular forces. Charges in 

conductive materials are able to move macroscopic distances. These types of materials 

interact with microwaves in different ways and this is dependent on a number of factors 

within the material itself: Polarisation, permittivity, permeability and the electrical properties 

of the material.  
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3.4.2.1 Polarisation 

When an applied electric field is introduced to a dielectric material, the induced charges will 

tend to realign. Three different types of polarisation are shown in table 3.1 below.  

 

 

 

 

Electronic polarisation causes the electrons to move from their position near the nuclei to 

an area where they can better track the electrical field. If a permanent dipole is present, the 

dipole again realigns itself which results in the dipolar polarisation. Interfacial polarisation 

causes the charges to accumulate in the interfaces of materials which in turn causes an 

induced dipole within the material.  

 

3.4.2.2 Permittivity, permeability and electrical properties of materials 

Permittivity is related to how efficiently the electromagnetic energy is converted into heat. A 

dielectric loss factor, calculated using the dielectric loss and the conductive loss, is required 

for a ratio against the permittivity. This ratio is equal to tan which is a good indicator of the 

efficiency of material to turn the electromagnetic waves into heat. The greater the phase 

angle, the greater the losses from the material.25 The electrical properties of a material have 

a large effect on the extent to which it heats in a microwave and while Hamilton’s research25 

focussed primarily on the heating resulting from the electrical component of the wave, this 

research moved towards the significance of the magnetic component of the wave and the 

Table. 3.1 Types of polarisation including diagrams25 
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permeability of the materials. Permeability of a material is the degree of magnetisation in 

response to an applied magnetic field. Materials with permeability equal to one are non-

magnetic – the permeability is negligible.  

 

 

Looking at the difference in temperature between the separate fields will give a better 

understanding of ability of materials to be heated by the microwaves. This will also lead on 

to the heating of particular materials when they are put into the IHTA instrument, as it is 

predicted, due to induction theory30, that only the samples that heat well in the H-field of the 

microwave will heat in the induction heater.  
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3.5. Induction heating 

3.5.1. Introduction 

In 1831, English physicist Michael Faraday discovered the basis for induction heating after 

experimenting in his laboratory with two coils of wire wrapped around an iron core.26,27 

Faraday concluded that a changing magnetic field can produce an electric current. 

Faraday’s law of induction states that ‘the electromotive force (emf) induced in a circuit is 

directly proportional to the time rate of change of magnetic flux through the circuit.’ The 

initial research following the findings of Faraday focussed on the development of  equipment 

to generate a high frequency alternating current27 for changing the level of voltage making 

electric transmission more efficient.26 This process resulted in heat generated by the 

magnetic core of the induction equipment, and while attempts were made to reduce this 

heating, the exact opposite was explored for melting metal. De Ferranti128, Colby129 and 

Kjellin130 developed induction furnaces (patents) that used non-conducting crucibles where 

electrical currents were induced directly into the metal charge.27 Following the use of 

induction heating to melt metals, other applications were researched including hardening of 

steels.27 During the mid-20th century, induction heating came under a broad term of ‘radio 

frequency heating’. 

 

3.5.2 Theory of Induction heating 

Induction heating is an effective method as the heat is generated internally within a sample 

and the sample is not contaminated as there is no physical contact.131 The rate of heating 

is dependent on the frequency of the induced current, the intensity of the induced current 

and the specific heat capacity of the material. The magnetic permeability of the material is 

also of importance due to magnetic hysteresis. Magnetic hysteresis only occurs in magnetic 

materials. The magnetic flux field causes the magnetic dipoles within the material to 

oscillate as the magnetic poles change their orientation each cycle – much like the dipole 

interaction within the E-field of the microwave heating instrument.  

 
Eddy currents are produced on the surface of the sampleand therefore the depth at which 

heating will occur within the sample is dependent on the frequency and temperature.30 The 

information surrounding induction heating relates to solid metal samples, therefore it is 

unknown whether the skin depth would have an effect on a ground sample.  

 

There are many advantages to induction heating, the following being the most commonly 

recognised; Fast heating, efficient, controllable heating, improved industrial processes and 

cleanness and safety. Controlled heating is of importance within this research as the power 
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applied by the IH instrument can be accurately controlled through the design of the coil and 

the power convertor. It has been stated that specific features can be implemented such as 

localised heating, heating profiles and predefined temperatures.132 

 

Interest in the potential of induction heating for different applications has recently gained 

attention as it provides a contactless, efficient heating of conductive materials.132 It is 

becoming a favoured heating method of industrial, domestic and medical applications. 

Gomez-Polo et al.133 investigated the use of IH for the synthesis of nanoparticle systems 

(Fe3O4-TiO2) and have found that the procedure is much quick without fundamentally 

changing the magnetic response of the Fe3O4 nanoparticles and their further research is to 

investigate other metal oxide based precursors.  
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Chapter 4 

4.0 Instrumentation 

4.1 Non-thermal methods of characterisation 

4.1.1 X-ray  

X-ray is a term that encompasses all techniques for characterisation of materials using X-

ray excitation. This includes powder X-ray diffraction (powder XRD). 

 

If some form of excitation causes an electron to be lost from an inner shell of an atom, this 

electron is replaced by an electron from an outer shell. An X-ray photon is emitted as a 

difference in energy and the photon has a characteristic wavelength for the element.  

 

4.1.2 X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRPD) 

 
Three basic elements make up an X-ray diffractometer; an X-ray tube, a sample holder and 

an X-ray detector (fig. 4.1134). The X-rays are generated in an X-ray tube, where a filament 

is heated to produce electrons. When the electrons have enough energy to dislodge an 

inner shell electron of the target material, characteristic patterns are produced. They consist 

of several components, the most common being Kα and Kβ radiations. Kα consists of Kα1 and 

Kα2, but Kα1 has a slightly shorter wavelength and twice the intensity of Kα2. The wavelengths 

are characteristic of the target material (Cu, Fe, Mo and Cr). Copper is the most common 

target material, with CuKα radiation = 1.5418 Å. When the geometry of the incident X-rays 

satisfy the Bragg Equation (see equation 5) constructive interference of X-ray beams occur 

and a ‘Bragg Reflection’ will be picked up by a detector scanning at this angle. The detector 

opposite the source reads the intensity at 2θ away from the source. (fig. 4.2).135 Positions 

of reflections give information about the inter-layer spacing of atoms in the structure. Peak 

intensities give information about how much X-ray scattering is contributing to that 

reflection, indicating where certain atoms lie, or how much of a specific phase is present. 

As a highly ordered system is required for diffraction to occur, only crystalline systems will 

diffract, whereas a generic shape of the background can indicate the presence of 

amorphous materials.  
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Sir W.H Bragg and his son, Sir W.L. Bragg, discovered a geometric relationship between 

the distance of planes within a crystal and the angle of reflection to the X-rays that are 

diffracted off the crystal. The distances and the angle of reflection have to be in phase in 

order to signal, and only angles that satisfy the equation will register. Equation 5 is known 

as Braggs Law: 

 

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 =
𝑛𝜆

2𝑑 
 

Equation 5 
 

Where: 
d is the spacing between diffracting planes 
θ is the incident angle 
n is any integer 
λ is the wavelength of the beam 

  

Fig. 1Set up of an X-ray diffraction instrument1 

Fig. 4.2  Incident X-ray strikes a set of planes (with an interplanar 
distance (d), at an angle of 2θ2 

Fig. 4.1 Set up of an X-ray diffraction instrument134 
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4.2 Microwave (MW) 

An MWTA instrument was designed, constructed and developed at the University of 

Huddersfield to allow the analysis of dielectric materials and changes to their properties 

when held in an electromagnetic field. The initial developments were performed by Dr. 

G.M.B. Parkes14,23,24,126 and Dr. I. Hamilton.25 The schematic of the original MWTA 

instrument was shown earlier in fig. 1.7  

 
Current research has been focussed on looking at the effect of the separate components of 

the EM field on dielectric materials – the electric field (E-field) and the magnetic field (H-

field). The adaptations are discussed in Section 4.2.2. 

4.2.1 MWTA basic cells 

During the initial development of the MWTA instrument, the sample holders mainly 

consisted of an alumina cell coated with a susceptor material which assisted in the heating 

of the samples. Other cell designs consisted of a glass bulb which varied in size, allowing 

for different sample sizes to be investigated. The main disadvantage to this type of cell was 

that the material had to couple well with the electromagnetic field for heating to occur. 

Hamilton’s research focussed on developing a sample cell that would allow the use of 

smaller sample sizes and allow more advanced analysis.  

 

A number of cells developed by Hamilton are available to view in the doctoral thesis.25 
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4.2.2 New MWTA cells for E- and H- analysis 

In fig. 4.3 there is an aerial view of the new microwave sample section developed by Dr. G 

Ashton and Dr. G. Parkes. The thermocouple inlet corresponds to the inlet shown in figure 

1.7, but in the adapted section, the inlet houses a glass tube packed with ceramic beads 

and quartz wool (see figure 4.8). The sample to be analysed is poured into the tube, 

between two fixed points to allow a fixed volume for each sample. This tube can then be 

moved a specified distance within the sample chamber, to allow the material to be housed 

where the maximum of the H-field is prevalent.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Fig. 4.3 Aerial view of the two sample locations within the electromagnetic 
wave. 

Thermocouple inlet 

Sample section 
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Simplified diagrams of a sample in the different fields are shown in figures 4.4 (a) and (b).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 4.5 (a) and (b), below, show the E- and H-field interacting with the sample. The sample 

here is place in the adapted sample holder and it can clearly be seen how the fields interact 

with the sample within the microwave cavity.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 4.6 overleaf shows a schematic of the adapted sample holder for use in the 

microwave. The holder was made up of a thin glass tube containing a thermocouple which 

was fed through several ceramic beads. The sample was then loaded into the tube from 

above with a small lid to hold the sample in position. One issue with this sample holder is 

that it was not possible to weigh the sample. A volume marker was etched onto the holder 

and the samples were analysed via volume as opposed to weight.  

  

Fig. 4.4 (a) Sample shown in brown within the E-field of the electromagnetic wave and (b) within the 
H-field of the electromagnetic wave.  

E

y 
H

x 

Propagation 
of wave 

E H

x 

Propagation of 
wave 

(b) (a) 

Fig. 4.5 (a) Sample located to the centre of the wave guide, Maximum electric field (E – Field) 
 (b) Remove the sample a fixed distance into the Maximum of the Magnetic field (H-Field) 
 

(b) (a) 
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4.3 Explanation of microwave thermogram 

The following section examines the different ways in which microwave data can be 

presented. The relevance of the different representations allows interpretation of the results 

depending of different factors such as power, time and temperature. There is also the 

presentation of comparison data, which can be complicated when presented visually. In 

order to overcome this, temperatures or power input (depending on the experiment aim), is 

presented in an additional table. 

 

Several experiments were completed by Dr. G Parkes in order to find the best way to 

represent the data. The microwave is capable of running two different types of experiments; 

linear heating and linear power.  

 

With linear heating, a heating rate, or multiple heating ramps, is set and power is adjusted 

to keep this heating rate constant. An isothermal hold can also be utilised as it allows for a 

stable power trace. If an ‘event’ occurs, the power will adjust itself accordingly to 

compensate, e.g. a melting point will cause an increase in power in order to fully melt the 

sample.  

 

Figure 4.7, shown overleaf, shows linear heating with three different temperature ramps (A, 

B and C). The ramps were set at 10 °C min-1 and then an isothermal hold for 10 minutes. In 

this case, A has a longer heating ramp than B and C as the sample was heating from a 

lower temperature, less than 30 °C. The power can be seen adjusting to the set 

temperatures, with a small spike before each isothermal hold. The power holds relatively 

Fig. 4.6 Schematic of the sample holder allowing the sample to move location 
within the microwave.  

Silica Tube 

Silica 
Crucible 

Ceramic 
Guides 

Sample Lid Type K 
thermocouple 
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steady when the sample temperature is isothermal. Table 4.1 gives a brief description of 

the temperature ramps seen in fig. 4.7. 

 
Table 4.1. Power ramps and temperatures in MWTA thermogram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.7 MWTA linear heating diagram 
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It can be observed in figure 4.7 that the power trace and sample temperature initialise at 

different points on the scale. Where temperature and power are plotted together, this is to 

be expected as the power always begins at zero, whereas the start temperature is 

dependent on room temperature. Where samples have been analysed on the microwave, 

and the room temperature differs, initial temperature readings have been normalised.  

 

Linear power involves a constant input of power, or multiple power inputs, with isothermal 

holds until the set power is reached. This allows the temperature the freedom to adjust as 

a function of power. Fig. 4.8, below, shows the linear power heating of a sample. The 

applied power is set at three ramps with an isothermal hold after each point is met. The 

three ramps are set at 10 % (30 W), 15 %, (45 W) and 20 % (60 W). Table 4.2 gives a brief 

description of the three abbreviations displayed in fig. 4.8. This sample behaves well; its 

temperature increasing each time the power is increased. The one flaw with this type of 

heating is that there is an increased chance of thermal runaway, an example of which is 

shown in fig. 4.9 overleaf.  

. Table 4.2 Description of abbreviations shown in fig 4.10. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.8 MWTA Linear power diagram 

Abbreviation Description 

ΔT30 Temperature difference from 0 – 30 W applied power 
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As can be seen in fig. 4.9, the power reaches 45 W and only gets partially through the 

isothermal hold before the temperature of the sample reaches the safety cut off value (250 

°C). The sample temperature increases exponentially at approximately 98 °C. 

 

 Fig 4.9 Linear power sample – thermal runaway 

 

The data presented in this thesis will usually be shown in comparison to other data sets. 

The sample data analysis below shows the typical presentation which will be used 

throughout this section, allowing a simplified discussion of the materials’ behaviour when 

held in the E-field and the H-field of the microwave. 

 

Fig 4.10 Sample comparison (NiO)using linear power programme 
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See table 4.3 (below) for explanation of ΔTa, ΔTb and ΔTc. A subscript number shows 

temperature difference between more than two samples when compared together (see fig 

4.10). 

    Table 4.3 Description of abbreviations used in fig. 4.10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.11 below explains how data will be presented when samples are compared against 

one another. The abbreviations and brief description are detailed in table 5.4. 

 

Table 4.4 Description of abbreviations in fig.4.11. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.11 Temperature differences between more than two samples.  

Abbreviation Description 

ΔTa The difference in temperature of one sample, run in both 
the H-field and E-field at 30 W. 

ΔTb The difference in temperature of one sample, run in both 
the H-field and E-field at 45 W. 

ΔTc The difference in temperature of one sample, run in both 
the H-field and E-field at 60 W. 

Abbreviation Description 

ΔTa1 Temperature difference between NiO and MgO 

ΔTa2 Temperature difference between NiO and ZnO 

ΔTa3 Temperature difference between NiO and MnO 
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Looking at the difference in temperature between the separate fields will give a better 

understanding of ability of materials to be heated by the microwaves. This will also lead on 

to the heating of particular materials when they are put into the IHTA instrument, as it is 

predicted, due to induction theory30, that only the samples that heat well in the H-field of the 

microwave will heat in the induction heater.  
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4.3.1 MWTA method development 

To determine whether the samples were moving an appropriate distance within the sample 

cavity, a number of standard samples were analysed with the new adapted system. The 

samples chosen were well characterised with the E-field of the microwave and it was 

determined that these would be ideal standards to ascertain whether the coupling taking 

place was different as the new holder was shifted. In Fig. 4.12 below, Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 were 

analysed. The experiment was completed using linear power input to prevent any thermal 

runaway of the sample.  

 

 

 
 

It can be seen that Fe3O4 couples as expected within the E-field and the same results were 

determined during other testing. As the power reduces to zero, this enabled the sample 

holder to be shifted within the cavity in preparation for the H-field test. The Fe3O4 again 

couples well with the H-field of the microwave field which was expected due to the known 

magnetic susceptibility of Fe3O4. In both the E-field and the H-field there was no couple of 

Fe2O3 with the electromagnetic field.   

 
 

As an extension to the Fe samples, Magtrieve (CrO2), was also used to test the 

development of the new MW sample holder. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.  
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instrument,  
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4.3.2 Limitations 

It must be noted, that this method of thermal analysis is not without its limitations. Due to 

the design of the sample cell (section 3.2.3), experimental uncertainties were unavoidable. 

The sample was placed into the sample cell as a volume, between two marked points, 

therefore differences in the amount of sample would depend on its density and also particle 

size. The cell was moved within the cavity between the E- and H-fields using a marked point 

on the cell. Any difference in the placement of the cell could cause results to differ, and 

human error may be a factor within some results. Emphasis is required on the fact that the 

samples have some thickness, therefore when the sample is placed in the E-field position 

there will still be some H-field heating, and vice-versa. Finally, the purity of the samples is 

not 100 %, and these impurities may make a big difference to how susceptible the materials 

are to the microwave fields.  

 

4.4. Induction heater (IH) 

 

4.4.1. Introduction 

The design and operational modes for the induction heater developed at the University of 

Huddersfield are discussed in more detail below, including workings of the instrument, 

software development and development of the sample chamber. The induction heater can 

be used in a number of different modes and a variety of events may be detected including 

Curie point and phase transitions. For some systems, the instrument may also provide 

quantitative as well as qualitative information. Some examples given below include heating 

of common iron oxides, Magnetite (Fe3O4) and Haematite (Fe2O3), the melting of tin (Sn) 

and the Curie point of Chromium Oxide (CrO2). 

 

4.4.2 Induction heater for thermal analysis. 

A novel induction heating instrument for thermal analysis has been developed at the 

University of Huddersfield. It utilises a 6-turn water-cooled copper coil with current 

alternating at 125 kHz. The sample is situated in an insulated silica tube within the coil. 

Power control and temperature measurement (via a shielded thermocouple) is achieved 

using software developed at Huddersfield (figs. 4.13 and 4.14). 
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Fig. 4.14 Induction heater (IH) schematic 
developed at Huddersfield 

Fig. 4.13 Induction heater for use as a thermal 
analysis instrument developed at 
Huddersfield. 
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4.4.3 IHTA Sample holder development 

Several sample holders were developed in order to meet the need of the user and the type 

of experiment to be run. These sample holders consist of the standard cell, the differential 

thermal analysis (DTA) cell and the atmosphere controlled (AC) cell. 

 

The standard IH cell is the simplest and consists of the sample surrounded by an insulating 

jacket, placed in the centre of the induction coil (fig. 4.15). There are several of these cells 

to allow for changes in sample size. A more detailed description of this cell is available on 

page 75.  

 

 

 

 

 

The IH-DTA cell is similar in appearance to the standard cell. The sample is placed inside 

a magnetic susceptor bed (reference material is a solid suspension of Fe3O4 in sodium 

silicate) which is then placed in an insulating jacket. This cell allows for a differential 

temperature measurement to be taken (fig. 4.16). The size of the sample can vary from 10 

mg to several grams. This type of cell was also investigated being made with Fe, as this 

acted as a susceptor material and the cell itself could provide some of the heat to the 

sample. This was seen previously25 in the cell development for the MWTA instrumentation 

where the alumina crucibles were coated with a susceptor material to aid heating of the 

sample.  

 

Fig. 4.15 Standard IH cell - a) Sample thermocouple, b) 
Sample Cell, c) Insulating jacket, d) Induction Coil  

a 

 

c 

b d 
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The AC-cell is shown in fig. 4.17. This cell allows for the atmosphere surrounding a sample 

to be controlled by loading the sample into a silica glass tube and using a Cajon Swagelok 

to seal the sample in an airtight atmosphere. Samples can be investigated within the 

induction coil in inert or reactive atmospherical conditions.  Sample size for this cell is 

between 1 – 3 mg.  

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

Fig. 4.16 DTA-IH cell - a) Sample thermocouple, b) Reference 
thermocouple, c) Sample Cell, d) Reference material, e) Insulating 
Jacket, f) Induction coil  

Fig. 4.17 AC-IH cell - a) Gas inlet, b) Sample thermocouple, c) Induction coil, 
d) Removable insulating jacket, e) Inner sample cell, f) Gas Outlet  
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The samples investigated within this thesis mostly used the standard IH cell. A more 

detailed diagram is shown in fig. 4.18 below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further development of the standard IH cell by Dr. G Parkes allowed for better data 

collection of the sample interaction within the magnetic field. The ceramic thermocouple 

guide meant that the thermocouple was always within the centre of the sample whereas 

previously this couldn’t be guaranteed which lead to ambiguity in results. The cell and 

thermocouple guide were alumina which means that the only source of heat is directly from 

the sample.  

 

4.4.4 IHTA Method development 

Various experimental methods have been developed for use with the IHTA instrument. The 

simplest method is allowing the IHTA instrument to run on full power and allow the sample 

to reach its maximum temperature. However, in order to prevent damage to the instrument, 

a maximum power of 75% has been set, as constant use at 100% could destroy the 

transistors. The transistors are the limiting factor of the instrument and more efficient 

transistors would be needed to allow the instrument to run for longer. The transistors are 

monitored regularly to ascertain whether they need replacing. The thermograms shown 

throughout this section are given as an example to show the various methods investigated 

for use with the induction heater. Further discussion surrounding the results of these 

investigations will be discussed in Chapter 5.  

 

Ceramic 
Thermocouple Guide 

Type K 

thermocouple 

Induction Coil  

Sample holder, Ceramic 
outer, insulating jacket within, 

Sample placed within a 
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Fig. 4.18 Induction heater (IH) cell. 
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The two main experimental methods are a linear heating and a stepwise setpoint, the former 

being the most easy to use. A heating rate, target temperature and dwell time are selected. 

Up to 8 heating and cooling rates can be achieved in any one experiment. Fig. 4.19 shows 

the linear heating of elemental iron. The parameters of the experiment were: 5 °C min-1 to 

300 °C, 10min isothermal hold. -5 °C min-1 to 150 °C, 10min isothermal hold. And finally, -

10 °C min-1 to 30°C.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In these types of experiments the instrument continuously adjusts the power as required to 

achieve the desired heating rate. The thermogram clearly shows that the instrument only 

required 9% of the total power to hold the sample at 300 °C for 10 minutes. The total length 

of the experiment is approximately 2 hours. It can also be observed from the thermogram 

that the instrument has good control when heating to a specified program.   

 

The second experimental mode is a stepwise setpoint. In this mode, a temperature is pre-

set and power is applied to the coil in an attempt to reach this temperature. The temperature 

would be held for an isothermal period, after which more power is applied to reach the next 

‘step temperature’. This is repeated until the final temperature is reached. Fig. 4.20 shows 

the heating of elemental tin using the stepwise setpoint experimental method. The heating 

program utilised in this experiment was as follows: 180 °C to 280 °C, isothermally hold for 

4 minutes and then step the temperature by 5 °C.  

Fig. 4.19 Linear heating/cooling of elemental iron in the IHTA instrument 
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It can be observed that there is a large spike in the power input as the sample reached 

approximately 230 °C. This is due to the melting enthalpy of tin at 232 °C.136  

 

(a) and (b) of the insert show magnified portions of fig. 4.20 to better see the step change 

in the temperature of the sample and the spike in power as the phase transition occurred.  

 

(a) clearly shows the spike in power compared the smaller power peaks at either side. The 

same spike in temperature, which coincides with the power spike, can be observed in (b) 

and the step is not as smooth as the steps on either side. The incremental step changes 

can also be seen clearly in (b) as the temperature is increased by 5 °C at each step. This 

shows good control of the instrument when utilising this method of heating.  

 

Fig. 4.24 overleaf shows the average power that is applied in each step. It can be clearly 

seen that after tin has gone through its phase transition, considerably less power is required 

to continue heating the sample. It can also be observed that the increase in power for each 

step increment is linear showing good control of heating with the instrumentation and the 

software.  
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The samples chosen and discussed within this thesis utilised the linear and stepwise 

setpoint experiments for determination of magnetic properties.  

 

TC investigation and quantitative analysis using the IHTA are discussed in Chapter 5. 

  

Fig. 4.24 Temperature points show the linearity of the sample in fig. 4.15, including 
the increase in temperature and power as a phase change takes place.  
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Chapter 5  

5.0 Results and Discussion 

5.1 MWTA Introduction  

In order to further investigate the use of microwaves for thermal analysis, the current MWTA 

instrument was adapted to allow materials of interest to be moved from the E-field maximum 

to the H-field maximum. The materials that have been examined during this method 

development include metal oxides (sections 5.4 - 5.6), Ni1-xMgxO solid solutions (section 

5.9), perovskites (section 5.10) and double perovskites (section 5.11). The materials were 

chosen with increasing complexity to examine how the different fields (H and E) interact 

with the samples. It is hoped that events, such as TC and phase changes may be noticeable. 

In addition, heating profiles for specific compounds can also be examined and that events 

taking place within the H-field of the microwave will correlate with the induction heating 

thermal analysis (detailed in Section 5.12). In section 5.4, there is an explanation of how 

the data from MWTA can be presented.  

  

5.2 Preparation 

The preparation, synthesis and characterisation of the compounds is detailed within 

Chapter 2. The synthesised compounds were produced via the standard ceramic synthesis 

route. Standard metal oxides and simple perovskites were stock samples purchased from 

Fischer Scientific and Sigma-Aldrich.  

 

5.3 MWTA initial testing  

Fig. 5.1 gives an indication of how the MWTA instrument can be used for analysis of both 

the E- and H-field for the heating of different compounds. It can be clearly seen that there 

are two distinct areas where the sample holder has been moved from the maximum of the 

E-field to the maximum of the H-field. The procedure developed by Dr. G. Ashton and Dr. 

G Parkes, explained in more detail in Chapter 2, was to hold the instrument at a set power 

for certain time, after which the sample is cooled and the power reduced to the start point. 

The holder is then shifted within the MW cavity to allow the sample to be held in the 

maximum of the H-field and the power is once again ramped to a set point and an isothermal 

hold incorporated.  
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The data in fig. 5.1 are for Fe3O4 and Fe2O3 for testing purposes only but shows a difference 

in the temperatures reached in the two different fields.  

 

Fig. 5.1 Comparison of Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 starting in maximum E-field moving out towards 
minimum E-field at 30W power 

 

As an extension to the Fe samples, Magtrieve (CrO2), was also used to test the 

development of the new MW sample holder. As shown in fig. 5.2 overleaf, CrO2 coupled 

reasonably well with the EM field in both the E and H field. Fe3O4 was added to the CrO2 in 

different amounts (66%/33% and 33%/66%) and the mixtures tested in sequence to 

determine whether the iron would influence the coupling ability of the CrO2. The Fe3O4 only 

had a negligible effect on the H-field heating of the CrO2 but reduced the heating within the 

E-field. When Fe3O4 was added at 66%, the coupling capability of CrO2 is visibly reduced 

with the E-field. It was also noted that a smaller percentage of Fe increased the coupling 

capability of the CrO2 within the H-field but reduced it within the E-field. The higher 

percentage decreased with coupling in both fields. 
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It was expected that the addition of Fe3O4 to the CrO2 would increase the coupling capability 

of the CrO2 as a susceptor. While this was the case with the smaller amount of Fe3O4 and 

only in the H-field, it reduced coupling in all the other experiments. The internal mechanisms 

taking place during microwave heating are still not fully understood so it is unclear why the 

behaved in this way. It is possible that the coupling of both materials affects the coupling of 

the other due to the electrical field induced within each.  

 

5.4 Metal oxide microwave susceptibility.  

Initial experiments using the MWTA instrument with the newly developed sample cell used 

metal oxides to determine whether the materials coupling susceptibility in the MWTA, 

changed depending on whether the sample was in the E-field or H-field maximum. It was 

also required to show that there was a difference between the two parts of an EM field and 

whether the sample susceptibility was more dependent on one field than the other.  

 

Nineteen different oxides were analysed using the MWTA system. The thermogram 

resulting from this analysis is shown in figures 5.3 and 5.4 overleaf. Due to the number of 

results shown on the thermogram, and the fact that this research is focussing on the 

electrical and magnetic properties of ceramic materials, figures 5.3 and 5.4 depict only the 

metal oxides that coupled and heated well within both the E- and H-field of the MWTA 

system. 
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Fig 5.3 Comparison of metal oxides when analysed in the E-field of the MWTA instrument. Three 

power ramps with a 10 minute isothermal hold at 30W, 45W and 60W. 

 

Fig 5.4 Comparison of metal oxides when analysed in the H-field of the MWTA instrument. Three power 

ramps with a 10 minute isothermal hold at 30W, 45W and 60W.. 
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Fig. 5.5 shows these results depending on the materials susceptibility to the microwave 

field. Table 5.5 gives all the temperatures reached by the metal oxides in both the E- and 

H-field, in order of increasing E-field temperature. In the H-field, only Co3O4 and MnO2 

reached a temperature where thermal runaway became a problem.  

summarises the metal oxide susceptibility in each group.   

Fig. 5.5 Summary of temperature reached (°C) by metal oxides in the E- and H-field 

 

Table 5.6. Maximum temperatures reached by metal oxide samples in both the E-field and H-field, in 

order of increasing E-field temperature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Tmax (°C) at AP = 60 W (±5°C) 

Composition E-field H-field 

MnO 65 41 

Bi2O3 68 34 

PbO 72 39 

MoO= 79 36 

ZrO2 80 45 

Mn2O3 83 44 

Nb2O5 89 42 

TiO2 89 39 

Y2O3 92 68 

Ta2O5 94 47 

Mn3O4 105 45 

ZnO 105 41 

MgO 128 44 

WO3 183 59 

CuO 249 152 

NiO 249 191 

V2O5 249 88 

Co3O4 306 320 

MnO2 311 327 
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It can be seen in fig. 5.5 that Co3O4 and MnO2 heated extremely well, experiencing a thermal 

runaway as the power increased to 45 W. These samples reached 300 °C and the power 

had to be manually stopped to protect the integrity of the instrument. Table 5.5 shows an 

experimental error of ±5 °C. This is primarily due to two limitations of the instrument. The 

sample holder had to be moved manually and while every care was taken to ensure the 

same distance for each experiment, even a difference of 1 mm would make a difference. 

There is also the added effect of variations within the samples such as sample mass and 

volume. The sample mass could not be used due to the nature of the sample holder and 

the volume could change due to density of the different samples.   

 
After these samples, a safety “cut-off” of 250 °C for the temperature was utilised to prevent 

any damage to the instrument, which is why the CuO and V2O5 sample only reached 250 

°C before stopping. WO3 is semiconducting137 and expected to heat well in the E-field. 

However, WO3 behaved unusually as it heated well, but as the sample was isothermal for 

10 minutes, the temperature began to gradually decrease, until the power was increased to 

the next ramp. It is as yet unclear why the WO3 behaved in this way, but as tungsten can 

exist as WO3.H2O, there is a possibility there is a dehydration reaction happening.   

 
When the metal oxides were examined in the H-field, the samples that coupled well are the 

same as the ones that coupled well in the E-field, the exception being WO3 which agrees 

with literature138 regarding the non-magnetic behaviour of this oxide. This also indicates that 

the E-field interaction with the samples is also at a minimum.  Table 5.6 gives a summary 

of all the temperatures reached by the oxides shown in fig. 5.5.  

Table 5.6 Summary of metal oxide groups shown in fig. 5.5. Letters A to E refer to the groupings. 

  
A – Poor E-field and 

H-field susceptors. 

B Fair E field 

but poor H-field 

susceptors. 

C Good E field 

but poor H-field 

susceptors. 

D Good E field 

and fair H-field 

susceptors. 

E Good E field and 

H-field susceptors. 

MnO MgO V2O5 NiO Co3O4 

Mn2O3 Mn3O4 WO3 CuO MnO2 

Ta2O5 ZnO    

Bi2O3     

MoO3     

Nb2O5     

PbO     

TiO2     

Y2O3     

ZrO2     
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Initially, from the maximum temperatures reached by the samples, it can be observed the 

adaptations to the MWTA instrument were successful. The metal oxides have clearly been 

subjected to E-field and H-field radiation, as the susceptibility changes quite drastically 

between the two fields. If the sample was still partially retained in the E-field, it was expected 

that the H-field temperatures would be higher due to the E-field interaction. This interaction 

cannot be completely ruled out as one of the limitations to this instrumentation.  

 

Conventional band theory predicts that because the d-levels in the transition metal oxides 

are partially filled, the electrons should be delocalised and therefore these oxides should 

exhibit metallic behaviour. However, many of these oxides exhibit insulating behaviour, 

which suggests that the d-electrons are localised. Hamilton25 found that materials most 

likely to heat in the microwave field (through Ohmic heating) were semiconducting materials 

and the results shown above support this finding (WO3, NiO, CuO, V2O5, Co3O4 and MnO2). 

Although the majority of metal oxides are insulating, some show an increase in conductivity 

as a function of temperature increases and some are semiconducting. It is also possible 

that O2- ion content could cause an increase or decrease in electrical conductivity50 which 

is supported when looking at the Mn oxide results from the microwave. They show very 

different susceptibility to one another with both the E and H fields.  

 

5.5.Specific Metal Oxides 

In order to continue the investigation into the heating of metal oxides within the E and H-

fields of the microwave, specific oxides were studied further. Metal oxides with a rocksalt 

structure were examined due to the simplicity of the structure, and the known 

characterisation of their properties. It was hoped that the examination of these compounds 

would aid in the development of MWTA utilising both the E and H-fields.  

 

5.5.1 Nickel Oxide (NiO) 

NiO is initially a green powder that is a poor conductor. NiO is known to have insulating 

properties139 but upon heating with oxygen it becomes a black powder and is 

semiconducting. It retains the same structure (rock salt) but there is a mixture of Ni2+, Ni3+ 

and cation vacancies that are distributed on the octahedral sites.140  

 

Figure.5.6 shows the results of an MWTA experiment of NiO heated in the E- and H-fields 

using a power of 60W. A greater extent of heating is observed in the E-field than in the H-

field (249 C and 191 C respectively). This indicates that a greater power input would be 

required for the NiO sample in the H-field to reach the higher temperatures seen in the E-

field.  
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The electrical heating of NiO was expected, as the electrical conductivity can increase due 

to the vacancies on the octahedral sites.140–142 NiO, while initially thought to be a Mott-

Hubbard insulator143, has since been described as a charge-transfer insulator, where 

conduction through the solid occurs between the anion and cation.139,144,145 The composition 

of NiO with oxygen vacancies is Ni1-xO, where 0 ≤ x < 1146 but the conductivity of NiO is 

difficult to control, as it is dependent on the degree of oxidation when heated in an oxygen 

rich atmosphere.147  

 

This indicates that a greater power input would be required for the NiO sample in the H-field 

to reach the higher temperatures seen in the E-field.  

 
 

Fig. 5.6 Heating profiles of NiO in the E-field and the H-field. Blue line shows the coupling profile of NiO in the 
E-field. Green line shows the coupling profie of NiO in the H-field. Red line gives the power profile for the 

materials showing three ramps at 30W, 45W and 60W The power levels are set with an isothermal hold for 10 
minutes as each power level is reached. 

 

Research by Cheng et al.148 showed that the heating of conducting samples, such as metal 

and carbide powders (Fe, Cu and WC) can be more efficiently achieved in the E-field, 

whereas ceramic samples (Al2O3, ZnO) with low conductivity had much higher heating rates 

in the H-field.148 It is interpreted that Ohmic is the primary source of heating when the NiO 

sample is in the E-field, due to it being a charge transfer insulator.149 However, even though 

this may be the primary heating mechanism, there is also the fact that dielectric losses could 

also be involved in the heating of the sample due to its insulating properties.149 The method 

of heating within the H-field is thought to be eddy current losses and as NiO is 

antiferromagnetic141 it is assumed magnetic hysteresis losses are not contributing to the 

heating of the sample.  
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Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the results of an MWTA experiment on NiO sample tested using 

a temperature ramp in the E- and H-fields. There is a clear difference in the power input 

needed for NiO to reach the set temperatures (7, 12 and 20 W respectively). 

  

 

Fig. 5.7 Power and heating profile – NiO in the E-field 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 5.8 Power and heating profile – NiO in the H-field.  
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5.5.2 Manganese Oxide (MnO) 

MnO is a first row transition metal with a divalent oxidation state. It has a TN of -115 °C, 

above which it is a paramagnetic insulator. Below TN it is an antiferromagnetic insulator.40  

 
Fig 5.9 shows the heating profile of the MnO in the E- and H-field. Although the sample 

does heat in the E-field, the temperature only reaches 65 °C, and in the H-field, the 

maximum temperature is 42 °C. This correlates well with the fact that MnO is an insulator139 

and it was therefore not expected to heat well. While Cheng et al. did not report any findings 

on MnO, the researchers did investigate the heating of ZnO and FeO within the E and H-

fields. These showed good heating to high temperatures in the E-field, but not in the H-field, 

similar to the behaviour observed in Al2O3 by Agrawal et al.150 The research found that the 

heating of Al2O3 was difficult, but improved as the temperature of the sample increased. 

The fact that MnO reached a temperature of 60 °C indicates that with higher power levels, 

this oxide may also get to a high temperature within the E-field. It is unlikely that it will reach 

higher temperatures within the H-field, if this oxide continues to behave similarly to Al2O3, 

as for many materials (but not all) increased temperatures increases the extent of 

microwave coupling. This usually requires a significant temperature change and the results 

presented here only cover a range of 30° C to 40 °C. There is also a temperature dip at the 

end of the experiment which indicates that a limit may be reached with continued heating. 

Fig. 5.9 Heating profile – MnO in the E-field (blue) and H-field (red). Time vs. temperature. Power 

profile (black) 
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Figs. 5.10 (a) and (b) show each individual heating pattern with the power profile. Although 

the power input is the same, it is evident that heating occurs much more readily in the E-

field.  

 

 

Fig. 5.10 Power profile – MnO in the E-field and H-field. Power vs. temperature 

 

The type of heating taking place within this sample is thought to be Ohmic heating only. The 

oxide did not heat at all in the H-field, therefore the H-field will have had no impact on 

heating within this sample. These results prove that the sample is definitively separate in 

both fields when moved inside the cavity.  

 

5.5.3 Zinc Oxide (ZnO) 

ZnO is a semi-conductor material that can exhibit ferromagnetism when doped with 

transition metal elements.151 While some studies have shown FM behaviour with Mn and 

Co in doped ZnO samples, different synthesis mechanisms were applied i.e. sol-gel152 and 

solid solution153 among others. Rao and Deepak have shown that doping with these 

transition metals shows no FM behaviour, and suggest that where FM behaviour has been 

observed, there is a possibility that spinel impurity phases were present due to high 

temperature synthesis.153 Unlike NiO, MnO and MgO, ZnO doesn’t adopt a rocksalt 

structure, but rather the würtzite structure as this is more thermodynamically stable.  

 
Fig. 5.11 shows the ZnO sample heated in the E- and H-fields. Like MnO, ZnO heats 

relatively well in the E-field, reaching a temperature of 105 °C, where as in the H-field the 

material reached a maximum temperature of 41 °C, the same as MnO.  
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Fig. 5.11 Heating profile – ZnO in the E-field (blue) and H-field (red). Temperature vs time. Power 

profile (green) 

 
ZnO was studied by Cheng et al.148 and they found the same results as presented here in 

both the E-field and H-field. This indicates that ZnO may behave in the the same way Al2O3, 

and that only Ohmic heating was taking place within the sample. The difference in the 

research undertaken by Cheng et al and the research presented here is the microwave 

equipment was able to increase the ZnO to higher temperatures (950 °C) than the 

equipment at the University of Huddersfield. The research mentioned here by Cheng et al148 

does state the power input for the microwave instrumentation, as 1.2kW but it is also stated 

that they power was adjusted due to the temperature increase being too fast and in some 

cases arcing occurred at the highest temperatures. 500W is given for a number of their 

investigations but the power with ZnO is not specified. Samples were also cold-pressed 

which could also contribute to how well a material interacts with the microwave field. Due 

to the size and shape (Chapter 2) of the sample holder during this research, it wouldn’t have 

been possible to place pressed powders into the cavity while being able to move the holder 

into the different field maximum.  
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5.5.4 Magnesium oxide (MgO) 

Although magnesium oxide is not a transition metal monoxide, it has a number of 

applications, particularly in the field of catalysis154 and thin films.155 During this research, 

MgO has been used to synthesise Ni1-xMgxO solid solutions in order to determine the 

magnetic and electrical properties. The solutions, discussed further in section 5.9 are 

examined in both the E-field and H-field, and the MgO is analysed for its behaviour as a 

starting material. MgO adopts the rock salt structure at room temperature.155   

 

Fig. 5.12 shows the difference in temperature while the MgO sample is in the E-field and H-

field. MgO heats much better in the E-field, up to a maximum temperature of 129 °C, and 

although the sample does not heat effectively in the H-field, a small amount of heating is 

observed, with the sample reaching a maximum of 44 °C. 

Fig. 5.12  Heating profile – MgO in the E-field (blue) and H-field (red). Time vs. temperature and time. Power 

profile in green.  

 

Although the same amount of power is put into the system, the differences in the maximum 

temperatures reached are clearly observed in fig.5.12. MgO is an insulator and has low 

dielectric losses155,156, which reduces a material’s ability to couple with the microwave fields, 

however, these results suggest that MgO does couple with the E-field in the microwave. 

The low interaction with the H-field may hinder the coupling of MgO with the E field, as the 

fields can have an effect on one another, even though the experiments are explicitly 

designed to separate the two fields. The results show that temperature falls off during the 

final stage of heating which could indicate the loss of adsorbed moisture.  
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The heating profile of MgO indicates that although it is not a transition metal oxide, it 

behaves in the same way as MnO and ZnO when subjected to microwave radiation. This 

supports previous research by Cheng et al157 who also found that the insulating materials 

coupled and heated better in the E-field, where Ohmic heating is the primary mechanism.  
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5.6 Comparison of metal oxides. 

Fig. 5.13 shows a comparison of the four oxides mentioned previously, heated in the E-

field. There is a clear difference between the samples. This is discussed below and 

summarised in table 5.7. The explanation for the summary table is shown previously in table 

4.4.  

 

Table 5.7  Summary of temperature differences between the metal oxides. a1, b1 and c1 indicate the 

differences in heating during the first power ramp, a2, b2 and c2 in the second power ramp and a3, b3 

and c3 in the third power ramp. The difference is between NiO and the other three oxides.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.13 Comparison of metal oxides in MW – E-field heating NiO – red, MgO – purple, ZnO – green 

and MnO – blue. Power profile - black  

 
The coupling of MnO with the E-field in the microwave reduces as the power is increased, 

resulting in a larger ΔT during the final hold. The only samples where the ΔT remains the 

same throughout is the difference between NiO and MgO. Although the temperatures of all 

four samples climb as the power is increased, ΔT remains the same throughout, indicating 

that the increase in power does increase the coupling ability of the samples. As mentioned 

previously, Cheng’s work148 shows that ZnO can get to a much higher temperature, but the 

equipment would need to be adjusted to allow for these temperatures to be measured. It 

would be interesting to examine how the more insulating materials compare to NiO under 
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these conditions. The results correlate well with one another, with temperature increasing 

gradually as the power level is increased from 30 to 60 W. It also indicates that the coupling 

ability of the more insulating oxides reduces slightly, as T increases more, particularly 

between NiO-ZnO and NiO-MnO.   

 
 

ΔTa1 in the H-field results in a much larger difference of 147 °C when compared to the E-

field heating, whereas the heating of the other three samples is negligible, with all three only 

getting to a maximum of 44 °C (MgO), 41 °C (ZnO) and 41 °C (MnO). Previous research 

has found that conductive samples heat up much better in the magnetic field, while non-

conductive samples, such as alumina, heat up better in the electric field (alumina heats 

better at higher temperatures ~500 °C).157 This research was studying the effect of 

microwaves on sintering of powdered metal samples. They found that the powders could 

be sintered in a much shorter time (30 mins) and that the properties required were 

sometimes better than the samples sintered via conventional heating. They expanded their 

research to look at the different behaviours in the E- and H-fields of the microwave, but 

while they used Al2O3
157, and later ZnO and series of iron oxides,148 and found that ZnO 

behaved similarly to Al2O3. The iron oxides, FeO, Fe2O3 and Fe3O4, also behaved differently 

to one another. FeO and Fe2O3 could only be heated to higher temperatures (>300 C) in 

the E-field, whereas Fe3O4 could be heated to ~500 °C in the H-field and 650 °C in the E-

field. These were the only metal oxides that were investigated among a number of metal 

powders whereas the research presented here explored a much larger range of metal 

oxides in the separated microwave fields.  

 

These results suggest that MgO, ZnO and MnO have some conducting properties, even 

though MgO is used as an insulator, as they heat better in the E-field than in the H-field. 

The temperature reached by these three oxides is quite low and any further interaction with 

the E-field may reduce the coupling, particularly with MgO as the drop in temperature during 

the final stage is quite obvious. The MWTA system used in this research was unable to go 

to temperatures above 300 °C, therefore any further heating at higher temperatures, as 

discussed by Andriese et al158 and Cheng et al148,157, was unable to be examined. It is 

unclear whether it is dielectric heating or magnetic heating that is taking place within the 

NiO sample, but because the fields are still within the cavity, the E- and H- fields could be 

having an effect on the sample, even when it is in the maximum of the opposing field. Fig. 

5.14 compares the heating profiles of the four metal oxides when in the H-field.  
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Fig. 5.14 Comparison of metal oxides in MW – H-field heating. NiO – red, MnO – blue, MgO – purple 

and ZnO – green. Power profile - black 

 

The difference in heating is reduced compared to the heating in the E-field, with MgO and 

ZnO have near identical maximum temperatures. MnO reaches a slightly higher 

temperature than it did in the E-field, but NiO is clearly much better at coupling with the 

microwaves when heated in the H-field. With regard to the three oxides that did not couple 

well in the H-field, it is though that this is because of their lack of conductivity and their AFM 

nature. The heating mechanism in the H-field is primarily due to eddy current losses, and a 

current needs to be induced within the sample for this type of heating to take place. The 

secondary heating in the H-field is due to magnetic hysteresis, and the samples need to 

have some ferro or ferrimagnetic properties for this mechanism to heat the sample. 
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5.7 Induction Heater 

5.7.1 Introduction 

This section focuses on the results using the induction heater for thermal analysis. The 

samples studied here are the metal oxides – some of which coupled well in the H-field of 

the MWTA, the perovskites (ABO3) and the double perovskites (A2B’B”O6 and A’A”B2O6). 

There is an explanation in section 5.7.2, outlining the reasons why the data are presented 

this way. Following on from this, in Sections 5.8 - 5.11, are presentation of the results and 

a discussion for each analysis. The samples that were analysed using IHTA primarily 

showed coupling in the H-field of the microwave which resulted in the sample increasing in 

temperature. However, some samples, while they didn’t couple well in the H-field, were still 

analysed with the IHTA instrument to create a complete set of results. The expectations 

and final results are discussed within each section.  

 

5.7.2 Explanation of Induction thermogram 

The samples analysed using IHTA were samples that had heated well in the H-field of the 

microwave. It was thought that because the H-field couples with the magnetic components 

of a sample, the IHTA would also yield positive results due to the induction coil requiring 

particular components within a sample.  As mentioned in Chapter 3, there are three different 

methods that can be utilised when investigating the effect of the IHTA on a sample. 

 

The data plotted when using the setpoint method, can be difficult to analyse and compare 

due to the number of data points collected by the instrument, shown in fig. 5.15. Due tothe 

power spikes as each step is increased, the maximum temperatures reached by the sample 

are hidden. For this reason, the points plotted for the instrument are an average of the power 

and the temperature of the last minute of each hold as it was assumed the system has 

reached equilibrium during this period. This is shown in figure 5.16.  
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Fig. 5.15. Induction heating of 1g of Fe3O4 

 

It can be seen in fig 5.15, that the Fe3O4 heats readily as the power is gradually increased. 

This is to be expected due to the magnetic properties of the Fe3O4, which is a common 

component within metals that are manufactured using the induction heating process. The 

heating of this compound has been utilised to investigate method development of the 

induction heater for thermal analysis.   

 

Fig. 5.16. Induction heating of 1g of Fe3O4 
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As can be seen in figure 5.17, the data can now be compared easily to other data sets when 

they are within the same thermogram, allowing for a simpler observation of the samples. A 

comparison of the effect of mass on induction heating of Fe3O4 is shown in fig. 5.17 below.  

 

Fig. 5.17 Effect of mass on induction heating of Fe3O4 

 

This shows how data can be compared when using different amounts of materials within 

the induction heater. As fig. 5.17 shows, the larger amount of Fe3O4 heats much more 

readily in the induction heater, requiring a power input of only 21 % to reach 100 °C, 

whereas the 0.5 g sample required 42 % to reach the same temperature. It has also been 

observed that the power required halves when the sample amount is doubled. It would be 

interesting to further examine this theory but due to time constraints it will not be done within 

this research, but may be completed in future research.  

 

It has also been determined that the IHTA has the ability to detect the curie point (TC) of 

compounds. Fig. 5.18 overleaf, it clearly shows the TC of chromium (IV) oxide (CrO2). CrO2 

is heated using the IH-DTA utilising a linear program at a rate of 1 °C min-1 and an isothermal 

hold upon reaching 200 °C. The sample is then cooled at a rate of -1 °C min-1. The literature 

value for the TC of CrO2 is approximately 120 °C159 and a large step in temperature can be 

seen at approximately 100 °C in the IHTA thermogram.  
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The phase transition is the cause of the downward spike in power, and this process can 

also be seen to be reversible, as a second upward spike in power is observed in the 

thermogram, which bears a lot of resemblance to the thermogram observed when using a 

DSC instrument. It is also interesting to note that it may also be possible to determine if the 

phase transition is exo- or endothermic using the IHTA instrument, depending on the 

direction of the peak, although enthalpy effects are likely to be small compared to the effect 

of changes in magnetic properties.   

 

The TC of elemental nickel has also been determined using the IHTA instrument. Shown in 

fig. 5.19, the TC event is much greater than CrO2 at approximately 346 °C  but compared 

with the literature temperature of elemental nickel at 355 °C160 it is a bit lower. A large step 

in power can be observed as Ni goes through its TC and at the curie point transition a major 

mode of heating inductively is lost. The initial heating rate of 5 °C min-1 was reduced to 1 

°C min-1 to give a more accurately measured temperature. A large, broad shoulder was 

observed in the thermogram is it was thought this was due to the size of the sample, (500 

mg), where the surface of the sample would go through the TC first and the interior following. 

Non-uniform heating is a general problem in thermal analysis and gets worse as sample 

mass is increased. 

  

Fig. 5.18 Curie temperature determination for CrO2 
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The fact that TC can be determined using the IHTA instrument is very exciting as this 

instrument already shows that it has the potential to become a novel technique for 

characterisation of different materials. The current techniques for measuring Curie points 

(TGA and DSC) are well known but the instrumentation is expensive and it is hoped the 

IHTA instrumentation will allow access to more users in the future. It must be noted that 

more testing on known TC of materials is required for this to be a definitive result.    

 

 

The final use determined (at this time) for the IHTA is a quantitative analysis. Fig 5.19 shows 

the results from several mixtures containing varying amounts of Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 (wt %). 

Fe2O3 does not couple magnetically which results in poor heating in samples with high 

percentages of this oxide. Conversely, Fe3O4 couples very strongly magnetically and heats 

to very high temperatures while using a relatively low power input from the instrument.  

 

5.7.3 IHTA standards – Iron oxides 

Initial testing with the IHTA instrumentation focussed on the use of iron oxides for method 

development of both the sample holder and the software developed for the IHTA. These 

oxides, due to their known electrical and magnetic properties, behaved well and as 

expected within the IHTA sample cavity.  

 

Fig. 5.15 – 5.19, shown in the previous section, show how different experiments can be run 

on the IHTA instrument. They also allow the user to observe how differing amounts of a 
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sample can have an effect on the heating. Fig. 5.20 overleaf indicates that sample 

composition can also be investigated using the IHTA equipment developed at the University 

of Huddersfield.  

 

 

Fig. 5.19 shows a dramatic reduction in the effect of the magnetic field on the heating of the 

sample depending on the % composition. The power required to increase the temperature 

for a 100% sample of Fe2O3 compared the to 100% sample of Fe3O4 is nearly 8 times more. 

The power and temperatures are shown in table 5.8 below.  

 

Table 5.8 Effective coupling within IHTA instrumentation depending on sample composition of Fe2O3/Fe3O4 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

This is also a novel use of the IHTA instrumentation, as the difference between magnetic 

and non-magnetic materials can clearly be seen in the experiment. While this is still in its 

infancy, it is extremely promising that this capability can be observed and is achievable for 

a number of users.  

Sample composition Power % Max. Temperature (°C) 

100% Fe2O3 75 53 

90%/10% Fe2O3/Fe3O4 75 83 

80%/20% Fe2O3/Fe3O4 75 136 

70%/30% Fe2O3/Fe3O4 58 150 

60%/40% Fe2O3/Fe3O4 37 150 

50%/50% Fe2O3/Fe3O4 23 150 

40%/60% Fe2O3/Fe3O4 19 150 

30%/70% Fe2O3/Fe3O4 18 150 

20%/80% Fe2O3/Fe3O4 13 150 

10%/90% Fe2O3/Fe3O4 12 150 

100% Fe3O4 9 150 
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Fig. 5.20 Effective coupling within IHTA instrumentation depending on sample composition of Fe2O3/Fe3O4 Induction Heating 
Comparison of mixed iron oxides (Fe2O3)x (Fe3O4)1-x (x= 1,0.9,0.8,...0.2,0.1,0 / %wt.) 

 
5.8 IHTA of Metal Oxides 

The initial samples run on the IHTA instrument after testing, were the metal oxides that had 

shown a degree of heating within the H-field on the MWTA instrument. A limiting factor with 

the MWTA is that although the samples are moved out of the E-fieldmax and into the H-

fieldmax, it is unknown whether the E-field still has an effect on the heating of a sample that 

is electrically conducting. Those samples that showed a negligible heating effect in the H-

fieldmax were excluded from analysis on the IHTA.  Table 5.9 below shows the maximum 

temperatures reached by the metal oxides. These samples were run using the stepwise 

setpoint method, 5 °C min-1, isothermal hold for 2 minutes up to 60 °C. While the samples 

were all weighed, due to density differences of the oxides, it wasn’t possible to use weight 

as a variable in this case. For these samples the sample holder was filled half way, and 

then the mass was measured. This set of experiments were completed to get an initial view 

of how the metal oxides coupled within the induction heater and to gain an insight into what 

power would be needed for the samples to reach a set temperature (60 °C)  
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Table 5.9 Sample weight, maximum temperature reached and maximum power required to reach 

maximum temperature. 

 

Material mass (g) Maximum temp (°C) Maximum power (%) 

NiO 2.0 60 70 

CuO 2.0 58 80 

Mn2O3 1.3 60 57 

MnO2 2.0 52 80 

ZnO 0.6 60 65 

PbO 2.5 60 78 

ZrO2 1.00 60 51 

TiO2 0.5 57 80 

 

It is worth noting also that from observing Fe3O4 within the IHTA instrument, the mass of 

sample does have an effect on how successful the sample couples and subsequently heats. 

This variation in weights constitutes a significant limitation for the IHTA instrumentation as 

the sample holder was a specific size and the volume of the material to be heated needed 

to half fill the holder in order to place the thermocouple in the centre of the sample. This is 

why the masses shown in table 5.9 are very different. In order to gain a set of directly 

comparable valid results, the same weight needed to be used each time as the Fe3O4 results 

show that there is a direct link between sample mass and heating capability (fig. 5.9).   

 

5.8.1 Nickel Oxide (NiO) 

NiO heated readily in the H-field of the microwave, reaching a maximum temperature of 200 

°C. Therefore, it was expected that, the NiO would also be susceptible to induction heating.  

 

It can be seen from the table 5.9 that NiO did reach the maximum of 60 °C but the power 

level required for the sample to reach this was almost at the maximum operating level of 80 

%. NiO has low magnetic moment at room temperature141 so this suggests that the induction 

heater will work better on samples with higher magnetic moment. It also suggests that the 

E-field of the microwave may be having an effect on the heating of particular samples. Also 

worth noting, is that the microwave and induction heater are not directly comparable. As 

discussed in Chapter 3, the microwave uses a frequency of 2.45 GHz, whereas the 

induction uses a frequency of only 125 kHz.  The normal frequency for induction heating is 

500 Hz to 10 kHz, but high range frequencies are from 100 kHz to 450 kHz.131 The issue 

with high range induction heating is that the depth of current penetration is low, for deeper 

penetration of a sample low frequency is recommended, usually in the range of 5 – 30 kHz. 
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The induction heating frequency may have an effect on the heating due to insufficient 

penetration depth. The difference between the MWTA frequency and MWTA frequency 

could also have a profound effect on how a material behaves in the induction heater, but it 

would still be expected to heat due to the magnetism of the sample albeit to a lower 

temperature than had been seen within the MWTA.  

 

5.8.2 Copper Oxide (CuO) 

As with NiO, CuO heated well in the H-field of the microwave, reaching a maximum 

temperature of 152 °C. However, when placed in the induction heater, the sample only 

reached a maximum of 58.3 C, and at this point the power level safety parameter tripped 

the system. CuO is a semiconductor161 and is antiferromagnetic at room temperature,162 

which suggests why the sample coupled well in the MWTA system but did not heat readily 

in the IHTA system and leans toward the theory that the E-field is still having an effect on 

the sample when it is placed in the H-field or that the frequency of the IHTA instrument could 

be changed to allow for better penetration of the sample.  

 

5.8.3 Manganese oxide (Mn2O3 and MnO2) 

Mn2O3 did not heat as well in the microwave system as did the NiO and CuO, reaching a 

maximum temperature of 44 °C in the H-field. MnO2 in comparison, reached 327 °C in the 

magnetic field of the MWTA instrument and the power was switched off to prevent damage 

to the system. It is for this reason that both of these manganese compounds were 

investigated using the induction heater. Mn2O3 reached 60 °C as programmed in the set 

point using only 57 % power. In contrast to this, MnO2 only reached 52 °C before the power 

safety level turned the system off at 80 %. Mn2O3 has been reported as a semiconductor163, 

and while other samples which are also semiconductors have coupled well in the EM field, 

these results suggest that semiconducting properties are not paramount to the coupling 

ability of a material. Mn2O3 is thought to be paramagnetic at -193 °C. MnO2 is a conductor, 

shown both through previous research164 and how well it coupled within the microwave 

system (although it some resistance is necessary for ohmic heating to take place). The lack 

of heating within the induction heater suggests that MnO2 has low magnetic susceptibility 

in comparison to Mn2O3. 
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5.8.4 Lead oxide, zirconium dioxide and titanium dioxide (PbO, ZrO2 and TiO2)  

Figure 5.21 below shows a comparison thermogram of the 8 oxides that were analysed in 

the IHTA instrument.  

Fig. 5.21. Comparison of oxides analysed on the IHTA instrument (numerical values can be seen in 

table 5.9 p.90) 

 

As mentioned previously, PbO is diamagnetic and ZrO2 and TiO2 are weakly diamagnetic. 

In the microwave H-field, while a negligible level of heating occurred, it was suggested that 

this may be caused by the E-field still interacting with the sample. It was decided to analyse 

these oxides in the IHTA instrument to rule out any interaction of the E-field with the 

samples, and also to be able to directly compare the corresponding oxides with the 

perovskites.  

 

The samples of PbO and TiO2 could be heated to the set temperature of 60 °C, but this 

required relatively high power of 77 % and 80 % respectively. TiO2 stopped heating at 58 

°C as 80 % power is the set amount before it turns off for safety reasons. ZrO2 however, 

heats to the set temperature, only using 50 % of the power. This suggests that ZrO2 may 

have some magnetic properties, and supports some studies that have researched the idea 

that ZrO2 exhibits magnetic moments at the surface of the oxide.46,165 The results for ZrO2 

further support this finding, as the heating that is induced within a material using this 

method, is restricted to the outside layer of the material166.   
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5.9 Ni1-xMgxO Rock salt 

The rock salt solid solutions that were synthesised (Ni1-xMgxO) did not heat very well in the 

microwave heat field, so they were not expected to heat well when analysed in the IHTA 

instrument. The results from this series being analysed are shown in fig 5.22 and table 5.10 

below.  

Table 5.10 Comparison of rock salt solid solutions in IHTA instrument.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.22.Ni1-xMgxO solid solution series. Value of x plotted against power level required to reach 60 °C 

with IHTA. Numerical values can be seen in Table 5.10. 

 

As can be seen from fig. 5.21 and table 5.10 above, the composition of the rock salt series 

has an obvious effect on how well the samples heat in the IHTA instrument. Only the MgO 

did not reach the set temperature, and at 80 % power reached a temperature of 50 °C. This 

was expected, as discussed in section 5.6. The samples containing nickel, all reached the 

60 °C set temperature, but required different percentages of power to reach this 

temperature. Interestingly, when compared to the H-field of the microwave, the Ni0.25Mg0.75O 

sample heated the least in the H-field, but required the least power to get to the set 

temperature in the IHTA, so the analysis is opposing in this case, which was unexpected 
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as it was thought that the samples would follow the same trend. This pattern will be further 

examined as the research is continued with more complex materials and within future work 

(see Chapter 6).  

 

5.10 Perovskites (ABX3) 

5.10.1 MWTA  

To help understand the electric and magnetic properties of the double perovskites in the E- 

and H-fields of the microwave, three different single perovskites were analysed. These three 

perovskites have well known electric and magnetic properties and have been thoroughly 

characterised. Fig. 5.23 Shows the three perovskites and their coupling capabilities when 

in the E-field of the microwave. It is immediately obvious that they are all different, with the 

PbTiO3 sample coupling better than the other two samples.PbZrO3 is antiferroelectric167,168 

therefore it was not expected to heat well in the E-field of the microwave. PbTiO3 and BaTiO3 

were expected to show some heating due to their ferroelectric nature.169,170 The temperature 

differences between the samples are shown in table 5.11.  

 

Table 5.11 Temperature differences between the three perovskite samples.  

 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 5.23 MWTA thermogram of the three different perovskite samples in the E field PbTiO3 – red, 

BaTiO3 – Blue and PbZrO3 – green. Power profile - black 
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The figures in table 5.11 show that while the temperature differences initially increase for 

PbTiO3 and BaTiO3, at ΔTc1 the difference in temperature has remained the same as at 

ΔTb1, indicating that the temperature is increasing at the same rate. Compare this with the 

temperature differences between PbTiO3 and PbZrO3 and the figures show that the 

difference increases each step. This indicates that the PbTiO3 sample was increasing in 

temperature faster with each step, which could show this sample continued coupling well 

with the MW. The PbZrO3, however, seemed to lose coupling strength as the temperature 

increased.  

 

If these perovskites are compared with their metal oxide counterparts i.e. PbO, ZrO2 and 

TiO2, it can be seen that, individually, the perovskites behave very differently to the metal 

oxides. The PbTiO3 sample reaches a much higher temperature than the PbO and TiO2 

samples (shown in fig. 5.24). This was expected due to the known properties of the oxides 

and the perovskites.  

 

Fig. 5.24 MWTA thermogram of BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 with the metal oxides PbO and TiO2 

 

As mentioned previously, the electrical properties of PbO are not well established, but it is 

thought to have some conductive properties.171 It did show heating in the E-field which 

supports this theory. TiO2 is thought to be a semiconductor,172 and again, the heating in the 

E-field, while quite low, does show some coupling with the microwave, supporting these 

findings. ZrO2 is an insulating material (large band gap)173, which has led to the expectation 

that this oxide will not couple with the microwaves, and therefore no heating will occur. 

BaTiO3 is included in the thermogram with PbTiO3 for comparison against the TiO2 metal 

oxide. Ideally this perovskite would be compared against both TiO2 and BaO but due to 
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instability of BaO it was not possible to acquire data on this perovskite within the MWTA  

and IHTA instruments.    

Table 5.12 Maximum temperatures of the three perovskites and comparative metal oxides at each 

power ramp in the E-field.  

 
 

 

With the PbZrO3 sample, however, the metal oxides reach a higher temperature than the 

perovskite, shown in fig. 5.25. As mentioned earlier, PbZrO3 is assumed to be 

antiferroelectric, and therefore did not couple with the E-field, as expected. ZrO2, although 

thought to be insulating, did couple with the microwaves, although the temperature reached 

was below 100 °C. This could be due to the high dielectric constant (10-23 F m-1)174 of this 

material.173   

 

 

Fig. 5.25 MWTA thermogram of PbZrO3 and the metal oxides PbO and ZrO2 in the E-field 
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 AP at 30 W AP at 45 W AP at 60 W 

Composition T1 (°C) T2 (°C) T3 (°C) 

PbO 38 58 72 

TiO2 43 67 89 

ZrO2 48 67 80 

BaTiO3 50 74 93 

PbTiO3 65 104 125 

PbZrO3 33 50 58 
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Fig. 5.26 below shows the MWTA thermogram for the three perovskite samples in the H 

field. It was observed that the perovskites coupled relatively well in the H-field (maximum 

temperatures shown in table 5.13) and that their heating profiles match those observed in 

the E-field, even though the temperatures were lower. This suggests that none of the 

perovskites couple better when in the H-field than they do in the E-field. It should also be 

noted that the PbZrO3 samples had a slight drop in temperature as the first 30 W power 

ramp is taking place. This sample was analysed three times on the MWTA instrument to 

check for an unknown impurity in the sample that may be removed during the analysis, but 

the same event occurred each time. It is yet unclear why this anomaly is evident only in this 

sample.  

 

Table 5.13 Maximum temperatures of the three perovskites and comparative metal oxides at each 

power ramp in the E-field. 

 

 

Fig. 5.26 MWTA thermogram the three perovskites in the H-field. PbTiO3 – Red, BaTiO3 - Red, PbZrO3 

– green. Power profile - black  
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Figures 5.27 and 5.28 overleaf depict the individual perovskites compared to their metal 

oxide counterparts. As with the thermograms in the E-field, BaTiO3 is included with the 

PbTiO3 sample as BaO could not be analysed. The same interactions with the H-field were 

observed as with the E-field, where the perovskite samples couple better and achieve a 

higher temperature than the metal oxides, although the temperatures reached were 

negligible (see tables 5.13 and 5.14) and it has been postulated that the E-field may be 

having an effect on the heating of these samples. This effect will try and be determined 

when the samples are analysed in the IHTA system, which will remove the E-field 

parameter, and only magnetic heating should occur. Table 5.13 gives the maximum 

temperatures reached by each of the perovskite samples and metal corresponding metal 

oxides at each power ramp. Table 5.14 compares maximum temperatures (AP = 60 W) 

reached by each of the perovskites and metal oxides in both the E- and H-field. There is an 

indication of a linear increase of temperature with each step, although with only three steps 

it is difficult to draw any major conclusions, it may be possible that higher temperatures 

could be reached if there was a higher power input.  

 

Although the microwave and induction behaviour should be related to the structure of the 

material along with the electrical and magnetic properties, it was felt that a comparison with 

the simpler oxide components would show that any unusual behaviour was not directly 

related to the oxide and that different behaviours from the more complex materials could be 

seen with the new instrumentation.  

 

Table 5.14 Maximum temperatures of the three perovskites and corresponding metal oxides in both 

the E- and H-field.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Tmax at AP = 60 W 

Composition E-field H-field 

PbO 73 40 

TiO2 89 40 

ZrO2 80 45 

BaTiO3 94 47 

PbTiO3 125 58 

PbZrO3 58 38 
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 Fig. 5.27 MWTA thermogram  BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 with PbO and TiO2 metal oxide counterparts within 

the H-field 

 

 

Fig. 5.28 MWTA thermogram PbZrO3 with PbO and ZrO2 metal oxide counterparts within the H-field 
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5.10.2 IHTA Perovskites (ABX3) 

The three perovskite systems, PbTiO3, PbZrO3 and BaTiO3, were analysed on the IHTA 

instrument as a comparison to the results found in the H-field of the microwave. It is not 

expected for PbZrO3 to heat, as the heating observed in the microwave was negligible. 

PbTiO3 and BaTiO3 may heat, as they reached temperatures of 58. °C and 47 °C 

respectively in the H-field, so similar temperatures were expected to be observed in the 

IHTA system. These systems were analysed using stepwise setpoint with a set temperature 

of 60 °C, 5 °C min-1 ramp rate and a 2-minute hold between ramps. The comparison of the 

perovskites is shown in fig. 5.29 below, and the maximum power input against the 

temperature is shown in table 5.15.  

Table 5.15 Maximum power required to heat the studied perovskites to the set temperature  

 

 

 

 
 

Material Maximum power (%) Maximum temperature (C) 

   

BaTiO3 68 60 

PbTiO3 80 58 

PbZrO3 80 57 
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TiO2 80 57 
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Fig. 5.29 comparison of three perovskite systems and their corresponding metal oxides. 
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It can be observed in Table 5.15, two of the perovskites and two of the metal oxides do not 

heat well in the induction heater. The heating of PbZrO3 was expected as it heated similarly 

within the H-field of the microwave instrument. BaTiO3 was expected to heat better than 

PbZrO3 but not as well as PbTiO3, as the results showed from the microwave PbTiO3 

coupled better within the H-field. These results from the induction instrument, however, 

show that BaTiO3 heats better than the other perovskites, needing much less power to reach 

the set temperature. This phenomenon could again be attributed to the surface 

magnetisation of the material, as with the ZrO2 samples, although further research into these 

materials is required to acquire more evidence of this type of heating. These results support 

the idea of utilising induction heating as an analytical tool alongside the MTWA 

instrumentation as different magnetic behaviours are apparent from each instrument. 

Discussed previously, the frequency could play a large part in how a material couples, and 

is a significant aspect when investigating magnetic behaviours as an analytical tool and is 

worth investigating in the future.  
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5.11 Double Perovskites (ABB’X6) 

5.11.1 MWTA Sr2FeMo1-xWxO6 

As mentioned previously, the double perovskite series Sr2FeMo1-xWxO6 has been well 

characterised since Kobayashi63 discovered the HM-FM property of Sr2FeMoO6. These 

unique properties meant that this series of materials was selected to be synthesised and 

analysed with MWTA to determine its behaviour in electric and magnetic fields. It must also 

be noted that there were impurities within the samples and it is not known what effect these 

would have on the coupling capabilities of the material. As a future experiment, a 

comparison with just the impure phase would give a good insight into the behaviour of the 

double perovskites.  

 
Fig 5.30 gives the seven different compositions synthesised for the material series when 

heated in the E-field. The series doesn’t follow a steady trend where the heating is 

concerned, with Sr2FeWO6 reaching the highest temperature. This could be expected as 

the WO3 oxide sample heated particularly well in the E-field, although not in the H-field. 

However, as the amount of W decreases with in the sample, the heating capabilities of the 

materials don’t get gradually worse. The 60% W also reaches quite a high temperature (116 

°C), and the only other composition to get above 100 °C was the Sr2FeMo0.25W0.75O6, which 

managed to reach 103 °C. The other four samples are grouped quite closely together, with 

the lowest temperature being reached being 77 °C for the Sr2FeMo0.5W0.5O6 sample.  

 

Fig. 5.30 Double perovskite series Sr2FeMo1-xWxO6 results from E-field of microwave. 
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Table 5.16 shows the temperature changes between the steps and it can be noted that the 

rate of temperature increase is falling, suggesting that a maximum temperature may be 

reached. Adding extra steps with increased power would be a good way to determine 

whether this is actually the case, but could not be investigated at this time due to maintaining 

the integrity of the instrument.  

 

 

 

 

Table 5.16. Temperature difference between the power ramps  of the Sr2FeMoO6 series in the E-field 

of the MWTA instrument. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In contrast to the E-field heating, the H-field heating is very different (Fig 5.31). Sr2FeWO6 

is known to be antiferromagnetic and therefore was not expected to heat well while in the 

H-field. In this case, it is the sample at the other end of the series, Sr2FeMoO6 that heats 

the best, followed extremely closely by the 60:40 compositions. Sr2FeMoO6 heats to a 

maximum temperature of 108 °C. The two 60:40 samples heat to 106 °C (Sr2FeMo0.6W0.4O6) 

and 107 °C (Sr2FeMo0.4W0.6O6). Sr2FeMo0.25W0.75O6 reached a temperature of 55 °C, which 

was the lowest temperature out of all the samples. It was expected that the sample to reach 

the low temperatures would be the Sr2FeWO6 sample, as this is known to be 

antiferromagnetic175; however, this reaches a temperature of 77 °C.  

 

Table 5.17, below, shows the same trend as in the E-field, where the rate of heating falls 

between the power ramps. The only sample that doesn’t seem to have a reduction in heating 

rate is the Sr2FeMo0.25W0.75O6 sample. As this doesn’t happen in the E-field, it can only be 

assumed that this is a particular trait when the sample is in the H-field. There is a possibility 

that the structure is allowing for the sample to couple, and while it has been postulated that 

some behaviour can be attributed to some dehydration, it is unlikely in this case as the 

Composition Temperature difference °C  

(T2-T1) 

Temperature difference °C  

(T2-T3) 

Sr2FeMoO6 20 8 

 19 7 

Sr2FeMo0.6W0.4O6 14 9 

Sr2FeMo0.5W0.5O6 11 8 

Sr2FeMo0.4W0.6O6 19 13 

Sr2FeMo0.25W0.75O6 28 17 

Sr2FeWO6 35 26 
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sample had already been heated within the E-field and no change was observed. It may be 

that with more power ramps that this sample would then observe similar behaviour to the 

other three samples and this difference is just an anomaly.  

 

Table 5.17. Temperature difference between the power ramps  of the Sr2FeMoO6 series in the H-field 

of the MWTA instrument. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.31 Double perovskite series Sr2FeMo1-xWxO6 results from H-field of microwave.  

Composition Temperature difference °C  

(T2-T1) 

Temperature difference °C  

(T2-T3) 

Sr2FeMoO6 14 6 

Sr2FeMo0.75W0.25O6 16 8 

Sr2FeMo0.6W0.4O6 11 5 

Sr2FeMo0.5W0.5O6 11 6 

Sr2FeMo0.4W0.6O6 15 6 

Sr2FeMo0.25W0.75O6 13 12 

Sr2FeWO6 21 13 
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5.11.2 Sr2CrMo1-xWxO6 

The double perovskite system Sr2CrMo1-xWxO6 was studied due to Sr2CrWO6 previously 

being reported as having TC at room temperature.176 The series was researched to enable 

a comparison of the substitution of Fe with Cr on the B site. The percentage of Mo to W was 

slightly different to the Sr2FeMoWxO6 series, as these samples were synthesised as part of 

a separate project running alongside this research. 

 

Table 5.18. Temperature difference between the power ramps  of the Sr2CrMoO6 series in the E-field 

of the MWTA instrument. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.32 below shows the MWTA thermogram for the SCMWO series and Table 5.18 gives 

the maximum temperature reached by each composition.     

Composition Temperature difference °C  

(T2-T1) 

Temperature difference °C  

(T2-T3) 

Sr2CrMoO6 18 11 

Sr2CrMo0.9W0.1O6 4 8 

Sr2CrMo0.7W0.3O6 14 9 

Sr2CrWO6 13 11 
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Fig. 5.32 Double perovskite series Sr2CrMo1-xWxO6 results from E-field of microwave. 

 

Previous research investigating the magnetic properties of the Sr2CrWO6 discovered that 

this perovskite had a TC of 450 K (177 C).177 Research also suggest that this compound is 

attracted to a magnet at room temperature105 and although this was not a noticeable effect 

with the samples synthesised for this research, it was felt that analysing the samples in both 

the MWTA and IHTA systems may show magnetic behaviour previously undiscovered. 

Table 5.18 shows the maximum temperatures reached by the series when in the E-field of 

the microwave. It can be seen from both table 5.18 and fig 5.32, that three of the samples 

coupled better in the E-field than the others. These compositions were Sr2CrMoO6, 

Sr2CrMo0.5W0.5O6 and Sr2CrWO6. It was expected that the Sr2CrWO6 sample may interact 

well in the microwave, as research suggests that this composition has some electrical 

properties similar to Sr2FeMoO6. There were no expectations with the other samples as 

there are very few literature sources containing the various compositions discussed in this 

thesis. It is interesting to note that the 50:50 sample shows some coupling within the E-field, 

as it is unknown whether this composition has been studied for its magnetic and electrical 

properties prior to this research. The unusual trace from the Sr2CrWO6 sample is obvious 

in comparison to the other samples. This steady reduction in coupling during the isothermal 

hold has been noted in another sample, WO3. This behaviour, and the literature TC not being 

observed, may suggest there is a high impurity level within this sample. It could also be 

attributed to adsorbed moisture within the sample.   

 

When the series was examined in the H-field (fig. 5.33) it was determined that while the 

Sr2CrMoO6 and Sr2CrWO6 coupled slightly better than the other five samples, reaching 

temperatures of 42 °C and 51 °C respectively, this interaction was negligible (Table 5.19). 

It was expected that the Sr2CrWO6 would couple better than the other samples due to 

previous research117 suggesting that HM-FM properties had been observed as with 

Sr2FeMoO6, but the same level of interaction within the microwave was not observed. 

Although the interaction in the H-field was negligible, the series was still analysed in the 

IHTA system. These results will be discussed further in Section 5.12. 

 

Table 5.19. Temperature difference between the power ramps  of the Sr2CrMoO6 series in the H-field 

of the MWTA instrument. 

Composition Temperature difference °C  

(T2-T1) 

Temperature difference °C  

(T2-T3) 

Sr2CrMoO6 8 6 
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Sr2CrMo0.9W0.1O6 7 5 

Sr2CrMo0.7W0.3O6 8 5 

Sr2CrWO6 11 7 
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Fig. 5.33 Double perovskite series Sr2CrMo1-xWxO6 results from H-field of microwave.  

 
 

5.11.3 Sr2-xLaxFeMoO6 

This series was investigated as research has discovered that substituting Sr for La on the 

A-site can increase TC and the magnetic properties of these double perovskites. 41,178 

Hussain et al suggest that La-doping where La mole percent >0.2 increases the anti-site 

disorder which decreases the magnetic capabilities of the compounds. Therefore, this 

research has focussed on the series Sr2-xLaxFeMoO6 where 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.2. 

 

Figure 5.34 and table 5.20 overleaf show the results from the samples in the E-field of the 

microwave. The series was expected to couple well with the E-field and achieve a high 

degree of heating, but it was uncertain whether this series would interact better than the 

Sr2FeMoO6 sample. 

 

It is apparent from fig 5.34 that the Sr0.90La0.10FeMoO6 couples with the E-field better and 

heats more readily than the Sr2FeMoO6 sample. This was unexpected, but does agree with 

the literature research which indicates that the properties of this series can be changed by 

doping with a La3+ ion.61 
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Table 5.20 overleaf shows the temperature difference for each sample. All the samples 

obtain a temperature above 50 °C, only the Sr1.90La0.10FeMoO6 sample reaches a 

temperature in excess of 100 °C.  

Table 5.20. Temperature difference between the power ramps of the Sr2-xLaxMoO6 series in the E-field 

of the MWTA instrument. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.34 Double perovskite series Sr2-xLaxFeMoO6 results from E-field of microwave. 

 

Figure 5.35 overleaf shows the temperatures reached by the series in the H-field of the 

microwave. It is immediately obvious that the results are different to the analysis obtained 

from the E-field heating. Sr1.90La0.10FeMoO6 again reached a high temperature but table 21 

shows that as the power increases at each step, the level of coupling, and therefore the 

heating, begins to decrease. The difference in temperature (table 5.21) indicates that 

Composition Temperature difference °C  

(T2-T1) 

Temperature difference °C  

(T2-T3) 

Sr2FeMoO6 21 8 

Sr1.95La0.05FeMoO6 21 16 

Sr1.90La0.10FeMoO6 12 6 

Sr1.85La0.15FeMoO6 20 18 

Sr1.80La0.20FeMoO6 29 20 
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although the initial coupling in the H-field for the Sr1.90La0.10FeMoO6 was high, as the power 

was continually increased, there was less and less magnetic interaction with the applied 

field. Sr1.80La0.20FeMoO6 however, continually interacted with the applied field, and the final 

maximum temperature reached by this sample was higher. Again, these results in the H-

field agree with previous research, in that the different compositions of this series doped 

with a La ion can increase the magnetic susceptibility of the sample41,178. These results also 

suggest that particular compositions are required for the properties to be increased, as the 

other samples in the series (Sr1.95La0.05FeMoO6 and Sr1.85La0.15FeMoO6) have a decreased 

interaction with the magnetic field in comparison to Sr2FeMoO6. These samples were all 

analysed with the IHTA system, which will be discussed in Section 5.12. There is the 

possibility that there are impurities within the sample, as with the Sr2FeMoO6, SrMoO4 may 

also be present within the lanthanum doped samples.  

 

Table 5.21. Temperature difference between the power ramps of the Sr2-xLaxMoO6 series in the E-field 

of the MWTA instrument. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Composition Temperature difference °C  

(T2-T1) 

Temperature difference °C  

(T2-T3) 

Sr2FeMoO6 14 6 

Sr1.95La0.05FeMoO6 24 10 

Sr1.90La0.10FeMoO6 5 3 

Sr1.85La0.15FeMoO6 26 12 

Sr1.80La0.20FeMoO6 28 10 
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Fig. 5.35 Double perovskite series Sr2-xLaxFeMoO6 results from H-field of microwave. 

 
This series of samples in the H-field show well-behaved data. There are no obvious 

fluctuations within the steps and the temperatures appear to be converging (step one 

temperature difference = 45 °C and step three temperature difference = 17 °C), which again 

supports the theory (mentioned previously) that there may be a maximum temperature that 

can be reached with these samples. The sequence also changes for Sr1.8, where the 

temperature increases up to a similar temperature as Sr1.9, but the others do not behave 

like this and keep their temperature paths in comparison to starting points.  

  

5.12 IHTA 

5.12.1 Sr2FeMoxW1-xO6 

The coupling of this series in the MWTA system was dependent on the composition of the 

sample. The data gathered from the microwave suggest that three of the samples should 

couple better in the IHTA than the others. It is expected that the Sr2FeMoO6, 

Sr2FeMo0.6W0.4O6 and Sr2FeMo0.4W0.6O6 will heat readily with the IHTA as they reached the 

highest temperatures while in the H-field of the microwave. The results from the IHTA 

experiments can be seen on the next two pages in figs 5.36 and 5.37. The applied power 

needed to heat the samples to a set temperature are also tabulated below and can be seen 

in Table 5.22.  

 

The samples were analysed using two different amounts (0.5 g and 1.0 g) to ascertain 

whether more or less power would be required depending on the amount of sample within 
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the holder. This was mentioned previously in Chapter 3, when examining the applied power 

with iron oxide samples during method development of the IHTA instrument.  

 

 

Table 5.22 Comparison of power needed to heat the different compositions to a set temperature of 60 °C. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As Table 5.22 shows, in the case of x = 0, 0.40, 0.50 and 0.60, the power required to heat 

the samples are greatly reduced when the sample weight is doubled. However, with the 

compositions of x = 0.75 and x = 1.00, the increase in sample weight has also resulted in 

an increase of applied power. This increase in power could be due to the induced current 

being the greatest on the outside layer of the sample,179 and this has required more power 

to be applied to the larger sample for the same temperature to be acquired. The 

compositions with the larger W component are also antiferromagnetic which reduces the 

amount of Joule heating that can occur within the sample.  

 

Figures 5.36 below and 5.37, below and overleaf, show a visual representation of the data 

in Table 5.22. The samples that heat more readily within the IHTA instrument are easily 

distinguishable from the other data points. With regard to the induction heater being 

comparable to the MWTA instrument, two of the samples that were expected to heat well in 

the induction heater (Sr2FeMo0.6W0.4O6 and Sr2FeMo0.4W0.6O6) due to their coupling in the 

H-field of the microwave, did require less power to reach the desired temperature than the 

other samples. The third sample (Sr2FeMoO6) heated less well than was expected. The 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

Value of x 
0.5 g Sr2FeMo1-xWxO6 

Applied power (%) 

1.0 g Sr2FeMo1-xWxO6 

Applied power (%) 

0 32 21 

0.25 11 11 

0.40 18 9 

0.50 33 18 

0.60 24 13 

0.75 59 63 

1.00 62 67 
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sample that was least expected reach the set temperature, due to only reaching a 

temperature of 55.94 °C in the MWTA H-field, was the Sr2FeMo0.25W0.75O6, and the IHTA 

analysis is in agreements with the MWTA H-field analysis. Both the samples where x = 0. 

0.75 and 1.00 require the highest power level to reach the set temperature, indicating low 

interaction with the induced magnetic field.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.36 IHTA of Sr2FeMo1-xWxO6 - 0.5 g sample 

 

 

Fig. 5.37 IHTA of Sr2FeMo1-xWxO6 – 1.0 g sample 

The increased sample weight reduces the power required for heating to 60 °C, specifically 

for samples where x = 0, 0.50 and 0.60. In fig. 5.8 above, this can be seen as the samples 
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a show much more linear trend (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.6) than in figure 5.7. The interesting thing about 

these figures is that the same trend can be observed even after doubling the mass, including 

the clear step in how well the series heats inductively at x=0.75. This is a good sign that the 

IHTA could be quantitative.   

 

Research by Iranmanesh et al. suggests that where x = 0.4 almost perfect ordering (rock 

salt ordering) is present180 which could be a possible explanation to the magnetic 

interactions for this sample in the induction heater. The results for x = 0.75 and 1.00 also 

agree with the literature180 which found that at 80 % substitution of Mo with W showed a 

drop in magnetic hysteris, indicating a transition from the FM to AFM state. This is possibly 

due to a structural change in this series, as a change from tetragonal to monoclinic has 

been documented by Iranmanesh et al.180 and the refinements shown in section 2.2 seemed 

to agree with the literature values and structures.  

 

5.12.2 Sr2CrMo1-xWxO6 series 

Fig. 5.38 shows the difference in maximum power needed to reach 60 °C between the 

Sr2CrMo1-xWxO6 samples. Table 5.22 shows the numerical values for the maximum applied 

power required by the samples. For this series, the samples all behaved similarly within the 

induction heater. All the samples within the series reached the set temperature of 60 °C, 

and the power input differences were negligible. The sample which required the least power 

to reach the set temperature was the Sr2CrWO6. This was expected due to the heating of 

the same sample when in the H-field of the microwave system. The other samples behaved 

in a similar way, the exception being Sr2CrMoO6. This sample reached a temperature of 

81.98 °C in the H-field of the microwave (second to Sr2CrWO6 which reached 88.44 °C), 

Composition Max. Applied power (%)  

Sr2CrMoO6 61.4 

Sr2CrMo0.9W0.1O6 59.5 
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but 

required the highest percentage of applied power in order for it to heat up to 60 °C. It   

could be assumed that this behaviour is due to the ordering of the sample with this 

composition, as research suggests that while the perfect Sr2CrMoO6 shows half metallic 

nature, this can be easily lost due to oxygen vacancies.181 This phenomenon may be more 

obvious when analysed in the induction heater due to the heating being restricted to the 

outside layer,166 preventing the deeper penetration of the sample which could be possible 

within the H-field of the microwave. 

 

Table 5.22 Comparison of power needed to heat the different Sr2CrMo1-xWxO6 compositions to a set 

temperature of 60 °C. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sr2CrMo0.7W0.3O6 58.4 

Sr2CrMo0.5W0.5O6 56.0 

Sr2CrMo0.3W0.7O6 63.4 

Sr2CrMo0.1W0.9O6 64.5 

Sr2CrWO6 52.7 
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Fig. 5.38 IHTA comparison of the Sr2CrMo1-xWxO6 series of samples – IH power (%) vs value of x 

 

SCWO is reported to have a TC of 390 K176 and more recent research by Zhang et al.182 has 

shown that this compound has highly desirable characteristics when synthesised in a 

particular way. It seems that it is difficult to synthesise a pure sample and thin film 

experimentation has been utilised to show the magnetic capabilities of this compound.  As 

mentioned previously, the IH automatically stopped when the sample reached 60 °C, and 

from fig.5.38, SCWO required the least power to reach this temperature. The new literature 

does help to clarify the reasoning behind this behaviour, that even though SCWO is reported 

to be AFM, suggestions have been made that it is a long range AFM ordering, or 

ferrimagnetism.182 
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5.12.3 Sr2-xLaxFeMoO6 

The samples in the Sr2-xLaxFeMoO6 coupled well with the H-field in the microwave, and 

heating was observed in all the samples, although some coupled better than others (see 

Section 5.11). The series was analysed using the IHTA instrument to ascertain whether 

these heating profiles were a product of the H-field only or whether the induced field could 

also heat the samples. As with Sr2FeMoO6, the experimental conditions used a stepwise 

set-point with a set temperature of 60 °C, 5 °C min-1 ramp rate and a 2-minute hold between 

ramps. Fig 5.39 below shows the maximum power against the set temperature for this series 

of samples. Table 5.23 gives the numerical values corresponding to the points on the graph.  

Fig. 5.39 IHTA comparison of the Sr2-xLaxFeMoO6 series of samples – value of x  vs IH power (%)  

 

Table 5.22 Comparison of power needed to heat the different Sr2-xLaxMoO6 compositions to a set 

temperature of 60 °C. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It can be seen in fig. 5.39 that the samples containing La are “paired”, depending on the 

amount of power required to heat to 60 °C and as observed in table 5.22, the power required 

to heat this series to 60 °C is extremely low, so for this reason, a second analysis was 

performed. This analysis had the same parameters, but the end temperature was increased 

to 150 °C. Fig. 5.45 and table 5.23 show the results of this experiment below.  

Composition Applied power (%)  

Sr1.95La0.05FeMoO6 9.1 

Sr1.90La0.10FeMoO6 4.1 

Sr1.85La0.15FeMoO6 9.4 

Sr1.80La0.20FeMoO6 3.9 
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Table 5.23 Comparison of maximum temperatures reached by the different Sr2-xLaxMoO6 compositions 

(IHTA power = 80 %) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.40 shows that the samples again “pair up” depending on their ability to heat in the 

induced magnetic field. None of the samples reached the set temperature of 150 °C, so the 

power stopped being applied at 80 %, however, it can be seen that two of the compositions  

(x = 0.10 and 0.20) reach a higher temperature than the other two (x = 0.05 and 0.15). The 

numerical values can be seen in table 5.23.  

 

 

Fig. 5.40 IHTA comparison of the Sr2-xLaxFeMoO6 series of samples – value of x vs temperature (°C) 

 

 

 

All the samples also reached a higher temperature within the IHTA instrument than they did 

within the MWTA H-field, although (see table 5.24) they correspond to the heating profiles 

seen in the H-field i.e. the same compositions reached the higher temperatures. This does 

not agree with the results found with the rock salt samples, where the sample that heated 

least in the H-field, heated most when in the induction heater. Further research is required 

Composition Temperature (°C) 

Sr1.95La0.05FeMoO6 126 

Sr1.90La0.10FeMoO6 137 

Sr1.85La0.15FeMoO6 127 
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to explain what type of heating is taking place within the samples and to try and explain why 

some samples heat well and others do not.  

 

Table 5.24 Comparison of the maximum temperatures reached by the Sr2-xLaxFeMoO6 samples in the 

MWTA H-field and the IHTA. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When analysed in the E-field of the microwave, the series did not reach the higher 

temperatures seen in the H-field, and again, when heated in a purely magnetic field, the 

maximum temperatures again increased. This difference in temperature could possibly be 

due to the E-field having a negative effect on the coupling of the samples when in the H-

field of the microwave, although this has yet to be fully determined and requires further 

research. 

 

These samples coupled well in both the H-field of the microwave and in the induction heater 

so the samples were analysed on the IHTA using a linear experiment (see Chapter 4) and 

the data plotted with the data from the MWTA instrument.  

 

It is apparent from all four of the power graphs that the power input from both instruments 

is directly comparable when observing the behaviour of this series. Table 4.28 below gives 

the values for the maximum temperatures (Tmax) reached by each of the samples. In the 

cases of the linear heating (LH), the maximum power input of the microwave is 120 W, and 

the maximum power of the induction heater is 75%.   

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.25 Comparison of the maximum temperatures reached by the Sr2-xLaxFeMoO6 samples in the 

MWTA H-field and the IHTA – Linear heating. 

Composition 
H-field Max. 

Temp (°C)  

IHTA Max. 

Temp (°C) 

ΔT (°C) 

Sr1.95La0.05FeMoO6 89 126 37 

Sr1.90La0.10FeMoO6 115 137 22 

Sr1.85La0.15FeMoO6 91 127 36 

Sr1.80La0.20FeMoO6 109 140 30 

Composition LH MWTA Tmax (°C) LH IHTA Tmax (°C) 
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It can be seen here that there is a slight anomaly to the trend of Tmax reached by one of the 

samples. It was expected that Sr1.90La0.10FeMoO6 would heat to around 130 °C, in line with 

the temperatures reached both by the induction heater and the Sr1.80La0.20FeMoO6 sample. 

This sample was analysed three times with identical results and is thought that there was 

an impurity within the sample which was causing the reduced temperature. Further 

investigation is required to ascertain why this sample is behaving differently at this point.    

 

The four graphs on the next page are to show the similarities and differences in the power 

input for the IHTA and the MWTA.  

 

Due to the difference in frequencies of the MWTA and the IHTA instruments, power profiles 

have been included as an example to show that while the coupling capability of the samples 

in the IHTA are not directly comparable to the coupling within the MWTA, it can be observed 

that the power profiles for the two instruments are very similar when compared directly (fig. 

5.41-5.44). The maximum temperature reached by the samples may differ due to the power 

input of the instrument. The wattage of the two systems is not dissimilar - 300 W for the 

MWTA and ~240 W for the IHTA. 

 

Sr1.95La0.05FeMoO6 117 119 

Sr1.90La0.10FeMoO6 116 131 

Sr1.85La0.15FeMoO6 122 120 

Sr1.80La0.20FeMoO6 137 132 
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Fig. 5.41 IHTA/MWTA comparison of the Sr1.80La0.20FeMoO6 time vs 
power 

Fig. 5.42 IHTA/MWTA comparison of the Sr1.85La0.15FeMoO6 time vs 
power 

Fig. 5.43 IHTA/MWTA comparison of the Sr1.90La0.10FeMoO6 time vs 
power 

Fig. 5.44 IHTA/MWTA comparison of the Sr1.95La0.15FeMoO6 time vs 
power 
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Chapter 6 

6.0 Conclusions and Further Work 

6.1 Conclusion 

Using induction heating as a thermal analysis technique is a novel approach, with unique 

instrumentation that requires a lot of further research. However, the results gathered are 

extremely promising and will hopefully allow for much better characterisation of magnetic 

properties in the future. The most promising technique is being able to determine the TC of 

a material, and this can easily be confirmed using literature values or in conjunction with 

TGA or DSC and it is regrettable that this was not the primary focus during this reseach. 

This technique allows a cheap alternative to the more expensive SQUID analysis and could 

allow users to determine magnetic characteristics before using a SQUID for confirmation – 

again the instrumentation is to be used in conjunction with other known analysis techniques, 

but gives a unique insight in to the properties of new and existing materials.  

6.1.1 MWTA 

The adaptations made to the previous instrument and cell design have shown that it is 

possible to change the position of the sample within the microwave field, allowing analysis 

of sample interaction with the H-field. This difference in interaction and coupling of the 

various samples is evident in the results as the temperature differences are measured in 

both fields.  

 

Fig. 5.10 in chapter 5 shows how the different metal oxides interact in both the E- and H-

fields, and while it cannot be guaranteed that one field is the primary heating mode, because 

some compounds heat well in the E-field and not the H-field, it seems that there is a good 

separation of the fields within the microwave cavity.  

 

The results from the microwave analysis, in particular the H-field data, were used to 

determine suitable compounds with which to test the novel IHTA instrumentation.  

 

6.1.2 IHTA 

Using a novel induction heating thermal analysis instrument, previously developed at the 

University of Huddersfield, the work carried out in this project has been able to demonstrate 

the potential for magnetic and electrical analysis of numerous materials. Using well 

characterised samples has enabled a direct comparison with the results shown in this work 

and has given a clear indication that the IHTA instrument can be utilised for investigation 

into TC’s, quantitative analysis and electrical and magnetic coupling. The main development 
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of the instrument has taken place with the simpler metal oxides, which have shown that 

discrepancies in mass and volume can have an effect on the analysis, along with impurities 

in samples, which can change how well the samples couple in the H-field. This research 

could also be beneficial to industry, where induction heating is used as a manufacturing 

technique. Being able to determine how different materials behave within the H-field, and 

being able to analyse this on a smaller scale before manufacture could save a lot of time 

and expense to these industries.  

 

Initial testing showed that the mass of a sample has an effect of how well the sample 

interacts (fig. 5.22), and subsequently heats, within the induction coil. At this point in the 

research, the sample size is fixed at a maximum amount, and this is dependent on the 

density of the sample.  

 

Expectations were made whereby if the compound heated well within the H-field of the 

microwaves, it should heat well in the induction heater. It was found that most did heat to a 

set maximum temperature, but it was the power levels that were the limiting factor. The 

power levels were kept low for safety reasons and to protect the integrity of the instrument.  

 

This research has also shown that the IHTA can be used in TC determination and even 

though still in its infancy, has the potential to be a strong tool in conjunction with other 

thermal analysis techniques.  

 

The quantitative aspect of the IHTA has been investigated with Fe3O4/Fe2O3 as initial testing 

with the MWTA showed Fe3O4 coupled well in both the E- and H-field, whereas Fe2O3 didn’t 

heat at all. Similar results were found when the compounds were placed in the IHTA, with 

Fe3O4 interacting strongly with the magnetic fields, and Fe2O3 hardly interacting at all. Fig. 

5.25 shows how well the quantitative determination of a mixture of compounds can be 

achieved. It is thought that it may eventually be possible to determine a weight% of Fe within 

a sample utilising this technique.  

 

This novel method of thermal analysis is easily and cheaply available to build within 

academic institutions and industry, enabling research to continue into this analytical 

technique.  

 

6.2 Further work 

Due to time constraints within this research, there are a lot of aspects of the IHTA 

investigations which could not be explained fully.  
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The instrument is a completely new concept to be used within thermal analysis, and as 

mentioned in previous sections, the full potential of the instrument was not investigated to 

maintain integrity of the components. It may be possible to increase the power output of the 

instrument to examine previously unobserved interactions.  

 

While the MWTA instrument has been used to determine suitable compounds for 

investigation with the IHTA instrument, the two are not directly comparable due to the 

differences in power (MWTA = 2.45 GHz, IHTA = 1.25 kHz). Where one compound may 

have heated well in the H-field of the MWTA, but not in the IHTA it may be due to this 

difference and does require further investigation as the instrument is developed further.  

 

Curie point transitions were investigated briefly for CrO2 and NiO. Initial analysis showed 

that the IHTA gave a good indication of TC for these metal oxides but further investigations 

need to be conducted on a wider range of samples to determine if these trends are 

consistent. This is the same with the quantitative aspect of the IHTA instrument. While good 

trends have been found within different mixtures of Fe3O4/Fe2O3, further work is required to 

determine whether this trend can be replicated with different mixtures and different 

compounds. It would have been more beneficial to the current research to continue 

analysing the TC of known materials as a direct comparison. This would have also validated 

the new instrument as an accurate technique for TC determination.  

 

Further work is required on the sample cells for both the MWTA and the IHTA. The MWTA 

cell for E- and H-field analysis doesn’t allow for a mass to be used, only a volume, which 

can alter the interactions of the sample within the cavity. This needs further investigation as 

the IHTA has shown the mass of the sample has a direct effect on the sample interaction 

and therefore heating, which may affect the H-field heating of the samples in the MWTA. 

The cells developed for the IHTA do not always allow for smaller sample sizes, as the 

thermocouple is required to be in the centre of the sample to detect any heating which 

arises. Further development on the IHTA sample cell would address this issue and enable 

a wider range of samples to be analysed.  

 

It also requires noting that some of the more complex samples behaved differently 

depending on the composition of the sample. These compounds, particularly the    Sr2-

xLaxFeMoO6 (where x = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2) series, may be quite susceptible to 

impurities within the sample. These compounds were difficult to characterise fully due to 
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issues with the XRD instruments which weren’t available for use for an extended period of 

time.  

 

As mentioned in the thesis, the frequencies on the MW and the IH are very different, and it 

is unknown what effect this would have when attempting to use the instruments in 

conjunction with one another. It would be beneficial to get the IH frequency closer to that of 

the microwave, if components allow, as this would give a much fairer indication of couple 

capabilities of the materials being analysed.  

 

It is also worth noting that there is not a full set of refinements for the synthesised 

compounds due to the same issues with the analytical equipment. As part of the further 

work required on this research it would be beneficial to get a full set of refinements. This 

would enable the detection of any atom positioning that may contribute to the magnetic and 

electrical properties.   

 

While this research focussed on the analysis of stock and synthesised samples, 

development of the instrumentation is limited as this was completed separately.  

 

Finally and a key point to make, is the level of impurity in the synthesised samples. For 

future development, it is suggested that synthesis routes take the path of least impurity such 

as the sol-gel method. This would greatly increase the understanding of properties from the 

samples as it is still unknown the affect the impurities are having on the analysis, and no 

definitive conclusion can be made regarding the IH and MW H-field coupling capabilities.  
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